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From the Editor
Wintertime. Time for maintenance, and for reading
KiwiFlyer by the fire. Don’t you dare… I know what
some people were just thinking. Winter is also time
for some occasionally marvellous flying weather.
Think stationary highs, no wind, dense air, and blue
skies. We had some of that coinciding with Queen’s
Birthday weekend which worked out very well for the
NZ Warbirds Open Day and Airshow at Ardmore.
This regular and very polished event is a credit to
the many volunteers and aviators involved with it.
I wasn’t part of the record crowd this time though,
because I’d headed off to Whanganui for an autogyro
club gathering there instead. What a treat that was.
There were fly-outs to various places, organised visits
to some very interesting local hangars and aviation
collections, plus a trip to Ohakea as guests of the
RNZAF to look at the A109 simulator. Jill McCaw
has contributed an article in this issue talking about
club dynamics and member satisfaction. It’s events
like these that certainly tick those boxes. They are only
made possible though, by the relatively few people
who take it upon themselves to make them happen,
or to willingly help out once some organisation has
started to get underway. Thank you to said organisers
and volunteers. There’s no question that it’s hard
work, but also no question that such efforts are
appreciated by many people.
This edition of KiwiFlyer has something of a
news scoop in that we can report CAA has now
approved the use of iPads as Electronic Flight Bags
on Massey University’s fleet of Diamond DA40 and
DA42 aircraft. That means they can operate under a
‘paperless cockpit’ environment, providing the sort of
training that supports a seamless transition to airline
operations. This project at Massey has been several
years in the making. Turn to page 24 for all the details.
Regular KiwiFlyer aerobatics Contributor, and Airbus
Captain Grant Benns has been training a PPL student
in a Cirrus SR22 lately, and has also visited NZ
Cirrus representative Bruce Brownlie to try out his
Generation 5 edition. Thus Grant has written a full
flight review of the Cirrus for this issue, having found
plenty of interesting features to talk about.
Also in this issue is our annual supplementary section
providing a guide to Aviation NZ conference week,
this year in Wellington at the end of June. There are
numerous interesting and very qualified speakers
lined up to present a programme that covers much
of relevance to our industry at the moment. I’ll be in
Wellington for that week so if you’d like to catch up
there then give me a call.
Keep warm. Fly safe.

Michael Norton

Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine
AUCKLAND, NZ 64-9-275-0571
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News Briefs
Warbirds Over Wanaka Flying Scholarships

CAA approves iPads running AvPlan as Electronic Flight Bags
for Massey University School of Aviation

Thanks to an expectation of exceeding budgeted surplus, the
Warbirds Over Wanaka Community Trust has announced it will
establish and fund new Flying Scholarships and give financial
support to local community groups.
Trust Chairman, John Gilks says that “Some of the surplus will
be set aside to cover operating costs between now and the next
airshow and to top up a Contingency Fund. In addition to these
allocations we will, for the first time, make contributions to our new
Flying Scholarships and to deserving groups in our community.”
“We set up the Contingency Fund last year as a way of selfinsuring the organisation against a major catastrophe such as the
airshow being washed out. This fund has been ring-fenced so it can
only be used in such circumstances,” says John, also explaining that
“The main aim of the new Flying Scholarships is to help get people,
who are already pilots, experience in flying Warbird aircraft. As
we approach our 30th anniversary it’s important we do something
positive to ensure there will be pilots able to fly these amazing
machines for the next 30 years.”
This year’s airshow which included lakefront events featuring the
Catalina, the Buchon Me-109 from the UK, a Yak-52 9-ship loop,
plus four Air Forces on display was very successful. Event Manager
Mandy Deans says that attendance was up by almost 1,000 visitors
on 2014 at more than 49,000 people over the three days, and
around 15% of visitors were from overseas.
Contact details are at warbirdsoverwanaka.com

Massey University’s School of Aviation has recently become
the first flight training provider in New Zealand to receive CAA
approval to use iPads as Electronic Flight Bags in their fleet of
Diamond DA40 and DA42 aircraft.
This transition from paper-based information to electronic
data on the flight deck is a significant change, with global airlines
increasingly introducing the use of Apple iPads as EFBs. Manager
of Business Development & International Programmes at the
School of Aviation, Anke Smith, says the School decided that
EFBs and the ‘paperless cockpit’ should become an integral part
of ab-initio training for all student pilots in order to facilitate a
seamless transition to modern air transport aircraft. “There was
clear technology gap in pilot training so we decided to commence a
search for an EFB platform suitable for training organisations such
as ourselves,” says Anke.
Initial trials began in 2013 and involved various devices, software
applications, and electromagnetic interference testing. These led
to the iPad selection as device of choice, with AvPlan EFB as the
application most suitable for the School’s training environment and
goals. Avplan EFB is an aviation software application categorised
as Type B Software in accordance with AC91-20 and is designed
for use with iPads. Human Factors considerations were assessed in
accordance with AC91-20, as were legal matters, SOPs, and training
for staff and students.
After extended trials including some 4000 flights, plus risk
assessment under the School’s Safety Management System, a final
report was submitted to CAA NZ in March 2016. The trial found

the reliability of the software and the hardware to be 99.75% per
flight hour. There were no EMI occurrences, the Apple iPad was
user-friendly, and the AvPlan EFB application software proved
reliable and robust.
CAA NZ has now approved the use of iPads as EFBs on
Massey University’s fleet of Diamond DA40 and DA42 aircraft.
The School of Aviation is the first and only flight training provider
to have obtained such approval from CAA NZ, and one of a small
number of approved flight training organisations globally, that are
using such new technology. For more information turn to page 24
of this issue of KiwiFlyer.
Conference Season Underway

The only sensible time to hold a meeting is when the weather is
less than ideal for flying, hence the annual Aviation NZ conference
week will take place in Wellington towards the end of June,
followed soon thereafter by the Flying NZ conference, this year in
Hamilton on 9th July.
The theme this year for the Aviation NZ Leadership Summit is
‘Meeting tomorrow’s challenges and succeeding today’. Aviation NZ
Divisional conferences run concurrently, focused towards resilience
in the ‘here and now’. Turn to page 33 of this issue of KiwiFlyer
for the full programme information.
Flying NZ’s conference has the theme of ‘Growing the Pie’,
with a variety of presenters speaking on topics that directly relate
to Aero Clubs and the opportunities for growth and development.
More information from www.flyingnz.co.nz
Power starter for new build WW1 Gnome Rotary Engine

Watching ground crew grasp the propeller, prime the engine,
take up position, get the thumbs up from the pilot then swing the
engine over is all part of the drama and theatre of early vintage
aircraft. Experienced ground crew make it look easy but it takes
timing, some strength, and more than a little confidence. There’s
also the matter of needing a ground crew in order to go flying.
Floatplanes fitted with Gnome rotary engines used a hand
cranked starter (for obvious reasons). Adapting that early
technology, the team at CAMS Classic Aircraft Engines have
developed a cockpit operated electric starter for their new build
Gnome engines. The lightweight starter is completely invisible
from the outside. “Even we were surprised at how effectively the
small starter that we are using turns over the seven cylinder engine,”
says CAMS’ Tony Wytenburg. Modest modifications will allow the
system to be retro fitted to existing engines. More info and video
links from www.cams.net.nz

o Delivering Avionics expertise to the greater Waikato and beyond
o New installations, biennial inspections, faults and maintenance
o Fixed wing and Rotary aircraft
o Avionics and Aircraft LAME
o Authorised inspector

Call us to discuss your
Avionics requirements

Contact: Adam (Sammy) Seumanutafa
E: contact@primaryavionics.co.nz
P: 022 636 6573
Steele Road, Hamilton Airport
Smokefree Avionics Experts
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New Zealand is famous for its
extreme adventure and thrill packed
experiences but this one tops all of
them. Now you can undertake a
‘mission’ in a commercially operated
ex-military fighter jet – a BAC 167
Strikemaster Mk88.
Climb on board with our top pilot and
become a Top Gun at speeds of up
to 500kph – yes 500kph - and see
what it’s like to be a combat pilot.
This is not only an iconic piece of
New Zealand military history, it’s also
a once in a life-time ride. You’ll depart
on your flight from Ardmore and then
live the dream on your choice of two
missions, the 20 minute Hot Shot
Mission which includes plenty of
turning and burning for $2499 or the
amazing 30 minute Strike Mission
for $2999 that has everything in
the Hot Shot mission plus some
unbelievable low level valley flying.
Live your dream. Contact us now.

OR CALL HEATHER ON 021 061 4655

News Briefs are included free of charge. Send your requirements to michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz or phone us on 09 279 9924.
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Flight Review
contributed by Grant Benns

Sell the house. Buy a Cirrus!
Readers of our regular aerobatic articles will recognise Grant Benns as their
author. For this issue, Grant takes a break from aerobatics (and his normal
job as an Airbus Captain), to check out the controls of the Cirrus SR22 G5
belonging to NZ Cirrus dealer, Bruce Brownlie. As you’ll see, there’s plenty
of interesting features to talk about. Grant writes:

YOU might see a Cirrus SR22 about occasionally. About the
same sound as a Cessna 206 or 185, but seemingly a bit quicker.
Sleek, like some of those fast experimentals, but standing quite
tall too. Quite curvaceous. Plastic, aren’t they? Fast? Too fast?
Not very common. Expensive? They must be - look how plastic,
fast and uncommon they are! Working backwards through these
assumptions, this is what I have recently discovered…
Expensive?

It’s a plane – hello!? Yup, a brand-new SR22 Australis Special
Edition (the model customised for our corner of the world) will
cost about the same as the average Auckland house, which makes
it very expensive, especially compared to the average Gore house.
But let’s get real here - it is unlikely the average, heavily indebted
Auckland home owner is going to be in the market for a brand new
Cirrus, so the price is what it is; the cost of designing, certifying
and building a premium, modern light aircraft. Of course you can
also buy an older SR22, with most of the inherent design and safety
features, for much, much less.

Too Fast?

Mmmm… I must confess a conflict here - I like speed. But
speed is a relative thing - relative to the distance to be travelled, the
height above the ground and the experience of the pilot. Going a
long distance way up high at 100 kts and into a 30 kt headwind is
painful. Flying the circuit at 170 kts, with the ink still drying on your
PPL, is frightening. With the SR22 you have an aircraft that can
easily fly the circuit at 100 kts yet cruise between airfields at 170 kts,
whilst carrying four full-sized people. Speed in the Cirrus is relative
to fuel flow - where you place the loud-lever. 170 kt (TAS) cruise, at
8000’, comes in at 51 l/hr, which equals 0.83 nm per litre per seat just a little better than a typical Cessna 172 doing 110 kts at 35 l/hr.
Into a 30 kt headwind the Cirrus number drops to 0.68 nm/l/seat
while the 172 drops even more to .57 nm/l/seat. A 200 nm flight
in those conditions (say Napier to Auckland or Christchurch to
Dunedin) will take 1 hour 25 minutes in the Cirrus verses 2 hours
and 30 minutes in the 172. Over an hour longer and more fuel too sometimes faster is better. Bear in mind you can also get five people
into the newest G5 Cirrus and the numbers look even better, per
seat. Of-course, if you can afford the upfront cost of the SR22,
fuel consumption is unlikely to be a huge consideration, but speed
divided by fuel consumption equals efficiency, which multiplied by
fuel capacity gives you range - and options.

Last year Cirrus sold 270 SR22 series aircraft, most of them in
the USA. Cessna sold 143 172 Skyhawks and just 18 182s. To put
these numbers into perspective, Toyota makes 3500 Corollas every
day. Because Cirrus has only been around for 20-odd years, you
are much more likely to see a Cessna or Piper in New Zealand there are currently nine SR22s (and one SR20) on the NZ register
compared with 67 Cessna 182s, some of which date back to the
mid-1950s in age… almost 60 years old! In such a small market and
with a reasonable supply of relatively cheap (but old) alternatives, it
is unlikely the skies of New Zealand will be full of Cirrus aircraft
anytime soon, but note that Cirrus produced around 1/3 of all the
certified piston-engined aircraft sold new in the entire world last
year, and have produced over 6000 aircraft to date.

Technically, no. Plastic has no reinforcing whereas GRP (glass
reinforced plastic) - or fibreglass - has strands of glass or carbon or
graphite to greatly enhance the strength of the plastic. Cirrus have
embraced GRP construction in the SR22, resulting in numerous
advantages over traditional aluminium structures. Think ‘no
corrosion’, important in NZ’s salt-laden air. Think ‘no fatigue life’,
leading to reduced maintenance costs - the SR22 has a 12,000 hour
‘useful life’, which will undoubtedly be extended, and no interim
heavy inspections or strip-downs. At 200 hours per year, that is
about 60 years of typical use. Moulded composite construction
most visibly gives rise to smooth, flowing and efficient shapes,
which are devoid of rivet heads and easy to clean. Boeing and
Airbus quite like composites, and you don’t see many yachts that
aren’t GRP for the same reasons. Welcome to the 2000s!

Gavin Conroy

Plastic?

Not very common

Grant Benns flew with Bruce Brownlie, seen here with Sean Perrett banking his Cirrus SR22 G5 away from Gavin Conroy’s camera near Blenheim.
Cirrus New Zealand

So there are four typical Cirrus questions answered but of
course there is so much more to learn about a modern aircraft
like this and luckily for me I have had two opportunities to do so.
One was short-term and the other is longer-term. My short-term
opportunity came from a visit to see Bruce Brownlie at the homebase for Cirrus in NZ - Feilding Aerodrome. Bruce is a longtime supporter/customer/brand ambassador and National Sales
Manager for Cirrus in New Zealand, as well as a very experienced
GA pilot with a background in Air Ambulance operations. Feilding
Aerodrome is also the location for the only NZ Authorised Service
Centre for Cirrus - Avcraft Engineering NZ Ltd. More about my
visit to see Bruce later, but of equal interest for this article is my
longer-term opportunity to know the SR22 through helping a friend
through his PPL training in his newly acquired aircraft.
“Huh, did you say PPL training?”

Yup, and why not? Or that’s the conclusion I came to after some
consideration of the facts. Initially I was sceptical – 310 hp, CSU,
160 kts… whoa there, big fulla - that is way too much aeroplane
to learn to fly in. Then I got thinking… 600 hp radial, 5000 lb
tail-dragger trainer of thousands - the Harvard; 300 hp, CSU, NZmade trainer of hundreds - the CT4; 1100 hp turboprop, 6000 lb
trainer of a future generation of pilots - the Texan II. So maybe, I
6
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thought, the SR22 isn’t such a ridiculous proposition after all. And
the student doesn’t know what ‘fast’ or ‘powerful’ is yet - he doesn’t
know what he doesn’t know. And as any seasoned pilot does know,
flying is more about attitudes and angles when making the ‘money
shot’ - the landing, so power and speed becomes less relevant.
Thus far, 15 hours into basic PPL training, I can say my own
experiences with the SR22 in the training role have proven my initial
scepticism wrong. We tootle around the circuit at 90-100 kts, but
then we transit to and from the training area at 160 kts (or even 180
kts in descent), freeing up more time to dedicate to upper-air work.
The castering nose wheel, which enables great manoeuvrability
whilst taxiing, also keeps the feet busy on the take-off and landing
roll - almost a little tail-dragger-ish. There is no doubt the 310 hp
shove you get on take-off requires a bit more fancy foot work
compared to your 100 hp trainer, but my student had that mastered
by flight number 8. Large power changes in flight, or being below
the design-speed of the fin-offset - around 160 kts - requires a foot
workout to maintain balanced flight, once again a great training
‘opportunity’! (This has been partially alleviated in the latest G5
version of the SR22 with the incorporation of a yaw damper.)
The very first Generation 1 SR22 had rudder trim, but subsequent
models don’t for some reason and it is one omission I miss,
particularly in an aircraft capable of a large speed and power range.

If you have a new product and want to tell everyone in the NZ aviation community - Contact KiwiFlyer today on 09 279 9924.
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No pitch lever?

Side-Stick or Side-Yoke?

Gavin Conroy

Not immediately obvious is the lack of a pitch lever, to control
One of the many noticeable differences from the days of
the variable pitch propeller. In order to KISS (Keep It Simple,
yore, immediately apparent when you first look inside the cockpit
Stupid), Cirrus have integrated the throttle and pitch lever into
of the SR22 is the side-stick. Actually, it is really a side-yoke, as
one power lever, effectively making the operation of the 310hp
pitch control comes from pushing the side-yoke in and out of
SR22 as simple as a
the instrument
fixed-pitch trainer.
panel rather than
On the right-hand
it being articulated
display there are the
from its base like
usual indications of
a video game stick
RPM and manifold
(or Airbus). But it
pressure but also a
is quite a change
percentage power
from tradition and
indication. However,
it actually makes
you have no way
sense in several
of controlling
ways, despite looking
the RPM and
odd. Consider that
manifold pressure
you normally fly
independently - push
a traditional yoke
the power lever up
aircraft with just
and the RPM and
one hand - probably
manifold increases
your left – so why
and vice-versa
bother having two
when you pull
handles? And why
it back. A clever
have it cluttering up
cam arrangement
the middle of the
provides for a few
instrument panel
humps - pulling the
as well? The Cirrus
Cirrus SR22 G5 cockpit is a very nice place to be. Dual Garmin 12” ‘Perspective’ screens offer an array power lever back a
approach, coupled
functions including infrared enhanced vision, traffic awareness, RNAV, and much more. Centre of the
little from full power
with sensible control ofconsole
is a blue button. Press it to automatically return to level flight following spatial disorientation.
reduces the RPM
loads and feedback,
(and noise) to 2500 and about 90% power, where the RPM stays
has resulted in an ergonomic design, which feels very natural, very
until below about 75% power.
quickly. After a few flights an experienced pilot doesn’t even realise
With your right hand on the throttle you stretch out your pinky
the difference and of course my student wasn’t even aware this
finger to reach the mixture lever, to smoothly set when below 75%
wasn’t ‘normal’. Freeing up the centre of the instrument panel
power, all the while monitoring the fuel flow on the easy-to-read
means the fabulous setup of the two 12” Garmin Perspective
engine display. Choose whether you want ‘power’ or ‘economy’
screens (basically a Cirrus-customised Garmin 1000 setup) can
with the prescribed leaning procedure - the engine display has a
be displayed side-by-side, oriented towards the pilot in sports-car
push-button to establish peak EGT and you lean to either 50º lean
fashion.

Public Liability Insurance
Business Protection Insurance
General Insurance

ICP Savannah S
Ready-to-build kits | Part/Fully assembled options | Build support
Over 250 sold in Australia | Kits and support now in New Zealand
Contact your NZ Savannah Agent Philip Seale at Westwind Aviation
P: 021 747 494 or philipseale@xtra.co.nz www.savannahnz.com
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The ’Chute
of peak for ‘economy’ or 75º rich of peak for ‘power’. I confess to
In the roof between the front seats is the one thing most of
not knowing much about LOP (lean of peak) operation of piston
us
will
know the Cirrus for - “isn’t that the plane that has the
engine aircraft, however Bruce swears by it - backed up by the
parachute?”
With safety being paramount, Cirrus have fitted what
aircraft operating manual - and has years and thousands of hours
they call CAPS - the Cirrus Aircraft
of proof that it doesn’t destroy
Parachute System. Developed with
engines, as well as saving a lot
BRS (Ballistic Recovery Systems),
of money in fuel and wear. As
the CAPS can be deployed above
an example, setting 75% power
600’ AGL and below 140 kts (in the
and ROP (rich of peak) equates
latest SR22 G5) to safely return the
to around 160 KIAS and 16.8
occupants to the ground following a
GPH. Touching nothing else
catastrophic event - perhaps a midexcept the mixture control and
air collision, incapacitation, loss of
setting LOP equates to around
control or engine failure over rugged
150 kts indicated and 13.4 gph,
terrain or water. Think about it which is an 18% improvement in
would you rather take your chances
nm/gallon, along with reduced
ploughing through trees at 80 kts
engine operating temperatures.
or coming down under a ’chute?
Unbeknown to us all, our cars
Obviously there are many mitigations
are probably doing LOP all the
and variables with the use of CAPS
time, when not pedal-to-the- a whole article could be devoted
metal. This isn’t rocket science.
Airbags built in to the seatbelts are just one safety feature in a
to the decision-making process
Back to my right pinky finger;
beautifully appointed interior.
about ‘pulling the handle’, but as a
the ergonomics of the area
regular
parachute-wearing
aerobatic
pilot I find it comforting to
around the power lever are excellent, evidence of much thought by
know
I
have
a
similar
option
in
the
Cirrus.
And I don’t have to
Cirrus. The fuel boost pump switch in under your index finger, the
jettison
the
canopy,
stand
up
and
jump
out.
So far there have been
flap switch (super-simple… up/50%/100%) is just in front of the
65
deployments
of
CAPS,
resulting
in
131
saved
lives. In most
power lever and the fuel selector is just behind. There is no cowl
cases
(but
not
always)
the
aircraft
have
been
a
write-off
- they were
flap lever because the SR22 doesn’t have cowl flaps (KISS) nor is
probably
always
going
to
be
but
they
served
their
purpose
as
there a gear lever – “undercarriage down and welded”.
protection of the occupants, and planes are always easier to replace.

ADVANCED MULTI-ENGINE IFR TRAINING

actual stall, another function of the Garmin GFC700 autopilot
Safety is one of the main sales features of the Cirrus, a point
nudged the yoke forward to prevent the stall occurring. Without
that Bruce demonstrated to me during our flight in his SR22 G5
touching any controls, I increased the power (without yaw…
GTS. Whilst not as ‘loaded’ as an SR22 can be, this particular
remember the yaw damper?) and the aircraft started climbing at
aircraft had more safety stuff than
around 70 kts. Once again, a click
ANY aircraft that I have ever
of the yoke button and I am fully
seen, including airliners. Passive
in control (or not!) again.
features such as the cabin structure
The party trick came next - the
and seats are hidden. More visible
‘Blue Button’. Also known as the
are airbag seatbelts and the
spatial disorientation button, on
aforementioned CAPS system, as is
the autopilot control panel is a little
the spin-resistant wing design. But
button labelled LVL and coloured
most of the really clever stuff is in
blue. Bruce demonstrates its use
the avionics kit, which is extensive.
by showing me two common
Flying out of Feilding, we
scenarios - a nose-low spiral turn
climbed up to a reasonable height
with speed increasing and a nosewhere Bruce asked me to carry
high turn with speed decaying.
out a steep turn. Banking to 60
Before things got too messy, a
degrees, I noticed an increase in
push of the ‘Blue Button’ saw the
stick pressure as the auto-pilot roll
auto-pilot kick in with a smooth
servos tried to nudge me back to
return to level flight. That is a life
The (split-folding) rear seat incorporates three seatbelts, thus
a more reasonable bank angle. I
saver. No airliner I have yet flown
accommodating a child with two adults, or even three slender adults.
easily over-rode the pressure, but it
can do that.
is there, nonetheless. Using the autopilot disconnect button on the
Yet another safety mode we didn’t explore is auto-descent for
top of the side-yoke disabled the feature.
hypoxic pilots. Airliners should do that too.
We then set the aircraft up in a straight descent with decaying
airspeed, as could happen during moments of distraction. With the
Synthetic Vision… Night Vision
aircraft decelerating through 70 kts a variety of audio and visual
Fitted as an option on this particular SR22 is a synthetic vision
warnings occurred to tell/yell at me that I was too slow. But I
system with terrain (visual and audio) warnings - this gives a
persisted, with Bruce’s confident insistence, until, just prior to the
pictorial 3D view of the surrounding terrain displayed behind the
Safety-Kit Galore

Training
now available
to meet new
PBN/GPS CAA
requirements

RENEW YOUR INSTRUMENT RATING NOW AND INCLUDE RNAV
SINGLE PILOT IFR COMMAND RATINGS l MULTI-CREW TRAINING
l CERTIFIED PBN/GPS COURSES RUN REGULARLY
l INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT TWIN TYPE RATINGS ON CESSNA 402C & PIPER SENECA IV
Train for an airline in one of the best equipped multi-engine turbo charged Senecas in
the country, with highly experienced instructors that have actual airline experience.
l
l

A: Woodbourne Airport, Blenheim
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artificial horizon of the main display. Also embedded in the display
is a traffic warning system - very useful in busy Manawatu airspace.
As part of our demo flight, we charged across to Wanganui to
shoot a few IFR approaches, but not the old-fashioned way - there
wasn’t a VOR needle in sight. Bruce was keen to show me - and
practice - the RNAV approach onto runway 11, with Baro-Nav
vertical profile control. In the big big planes we call this an RNAV/
VNAV approach - the auto-pilot and/or flight director system
guides the aircraft down a lateral and vertical path from around 10
miles out to just above touch-down, using no ground-based aids. As
demonstrated by Bruce, the array of information displayed during
the approach exceeded what we see in the big jets - a ‘highway in
the sky’ presentation overlaying the artificial horizon display (with
3D terrain behind) and countdown timers to next events such as
waypoint crossings, profile changes etc. As is normal with seeing
new systems displaying this level of information for the first time,
my eyes were racing to absorb everything, however familiarity with
the system through using the excellent Cirrus training material and
home-based computer simulation would have you up to speed in no
time, and keep you current in between times too.
Crikey… what else? Oh, this particular aircraft has a night vision
system fitted called Enhanced Vision, which uses infrared heat
to present a grayscale picture of the world on the right display.
Conceivably, you could land in the dark without any lighting - if you
are really keen - but in low-light situations, on the ground or on the
air, the extra detail of the ground and even clouds greatly enhances
your situational awareness.
Generation 5

Changes to the G5 over the G3 (there is no G4… go figure!?)
are not significant, but some are very worthy, such as the extra seat
in the back row. Well, it’s not actually an extra seat, but by changing
the moulded armrests, an extra inch or two has been gained to the
already generous seat width enabling room for three ‘slender’ adults
or three kids…legally, with belts! The rear seat-backs can also fold
in a variety of ways for longer or larger loads.
An increase in the maximum take-off weight by 200 lbs to 3600
lbs helps fit everybody in, and their gear and enough fuel for the
trip. In fact, with a typical empty weight of 2300lbs, you can carry
enough gas to fly for three hours with four 90 kg adults and 40 kgs
of baggage.

12

Did I mention the air-conditioning… bliss! Actually, some earlier
model SR22s have it fitted too.
Flap operating speeds have increased markedly, from 119 kts to
150 kts for the first 50% - quite useful for power-on descents (to
look after your engine, perhaps) or to slow down for the approach
after coming out of a low-earth orbit.
All-in-all, good enhancements have been made to the previous
G3 and Bruce Brownlie would be very happy to trade you up, either
out of your previous aircraft or your average Auckland house!
In flight

Oh-yes, with all this talk about safety features and bling it is easy
to forget that this a flying report. Well, I can report it flies very well
for its mission statement, which in my words would read ‘relatively
fast, stable, four/five-seat cruiser’.
The big Continental IO-550 is wondrously smooth.
The ailerons are surprisingly light and responsive, especially
when you look out at the large, glider-like wings. The elevator on
the other hand is a challenge, or at least to me. Clearly it has been
set up to be safe, i.e. you can’t easily yank the wings off or induce a
G-stall, which I quite like doing in the right type of aircraft…
It most certainly helps in making small pitch changes to be
‘solid’ but roll her into a tight turn and you have to PULL! Maybe
I shouldn’t have been rolling over so far… maybe that is what the
ESP was telling me. The electric elevator pitch trim is very sensitive
too, and the top-hat controller which sits just under your thumb
on the side-yoke, is a bit tricky to use - you can easily add a little
un-wanted aileron trim and vice-versa. Practice brings familiarity. In
the flare she can require a hefty pull too, which can take a bit to get
used to, but doesn’t every plane have its own ‘feel’ in the flare?
The rudder on the other hand is like the ailerons - light enough
when needed, and responsive enough to help with big side-slips too
(in a Cirrus… yup!), but in the cruise you don’t even need it. Also,
the big fuselage sides aft of the wing and that tall fin keep her really
straight in the rough.
As mentioned earlier, the SR22 tootles around the circuit easily,
without breaking any speed limits. Set 30% power, which is about
2100rpm, and she settles at around 100kts, flapless, or throw out
50% flap for a lower nose attitude, better visibility over the nose
and 90kts. Visibility in most directions is excellent, although the
hefty door frames (a big part of the cabin safety-cell) do create a
couple of blind spots - you need to be active in looking around
them for traffic. You sit quite high, too - a function of the crashworthy seats. This gives you a great view over the nose on the
ground and in flight, but cuts off some of the upward view out of
the top of the windscreen.
My own short field efforts to-date (on the 518 m Ardmore grass)
have really surprised me: with 50% take-off flap and the stick hard
back she blasts off the grass in less than half the available length.
Short-field landings have been equally impressive, given the mission
statement I penned above - this is NOT a strip machine remember?
With full flap and dragging her across the fence at 75 kts (light)
the SR22 easily pulls up in half distance, although care would have
to be taken on soft ground - this is a 3000+ lb machine sitting on
smallish wheels with large, enveloping wheel spats.
The lasting impression I have formed to-date is the amazing
versatility of the SR22 - as a primary trainer, a large four/five
seat cruiser, and a mileage gobbler - coupled with modern levels
of comfort and amenities, and unrivalled safety features. The sky
should be full of them!
Find out more from Bruce Brownlie on 0274 438 373,
email: sales@cirrusaircraft.co.nz or visit www.cirrusaircraft.co.nz
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Thinking about Avionics ?
We are here to help !

G500/600
Garmin’s
Integrated
Flight Display
with
Optional SVT

WE DO IT ALL

Installed
from
$19551*

Avionics
Installations

GTN-750

24 Month
Inspections

Garmin’s all
in one GPS/
Nav/Com
Transceiver
with internal
Datacard

Avionics Repairs

DEALERS FOR

Installed
from
$16893*

Garmin
Bendix King
L-3 Communications
Mid-Continent

GTN-650
Garmin’s all in one
GPS/Nav/Com
Transceiver with
internal Datacard

Installed
from $11743*
GTX-335/345

Call us today for your
installation estimate

Garmin’s ADS-B Out
Transponder with
optional inbuilt WAAS
Receiver and ADS-B In

from $3295*
KT-74

Bendix-King’s ADS-B
Out Transponder

Installed
from $3749*
* Prices include installation and are in USD, excluding GST, freight and Customs charges

P: 06 212 0920
E: avionics@avcraft.co.nz

www.avcraft.co.nz
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Aviation Business Profile

A case study of Corrosion Prevention

FREEMAN FREIGHT
INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC
Specialising in Shipping
l
l
l

THE premise behind the well-known
saying “If it floats or flies, rent it” (yes I
know but I can’t print the other version, Ed),
is that the maintenance requirement of
anything that operates on the water or
in the air makes the cost of ownership
prohibitive, or at the least, an indulgence.
So what happens if it floats and flies?
Thus is the case with a seaplane, and
particularly so when operated on salt water.
Auckland Seaplanes operate two de
Havilland Beavers from Auckland Harbour,
one as a dedicated float plane and the other
amphibious. With 10 years of floatplane
flying behind him and as caretaker of a
long list of approved pilot maintenance
procedures, anyone interested in advice
or experience on corrosion protection
need look no further than Chief Pilot
Steven Newland. Which is why Tom
Muller, Director of Corrosion Control
NZ suggested KiwiFlyer talk to Steven to
find out what they’ve been doing with the
Auckland Seaplanes second aircraft, amphibious Beaver ZK-WKA mid-way through a charter trip.
company’s products.
components. Copious use of the product has imbued the Beaver’s
For Steven, floatplane flying is a passion. “I’ve been drawn
engine with a golden appearance. “We spray it over all of the engine
into it and there’s no escape,” he says. Steven trained at Bay Flight
and ancillary components,” reports Steven, “particularly the oil
in Tauranga then in 2006 joined Volcanic Air Safaris at Rotorua.
cooler which is very exposed with fragile brass honeycomb heatSince then, he has flown in Townsville, Australia, then to Hamilton
sinks that are very prone to corrosion. MaxWax saves them.”
Island in the Whitsundays, back in New Zealand out of Picton, and
Steven explains that using a product such as CorrosionX doesn’t
then in 2013 he relocated to Auckland, joining Chris Sattler’s new
reduce the need for preventative maintenance of an aircraft in a salt
venture of Auckland Seaplanes.
laden environment, but it does make that maintenance programme
Steven says he has used numerous different corrosion protection
very efficient. “It’s a reliable product and easy to use,” he says. “We
products over the years, but for the last few has settled on the
follow a set of in-house procedures that coat near to the whole
CorrosionX Aviation product range, one particular appeal being its
aircraft on a regular basis and whereas a standard 100 hour Beaver
ability to neutralise any corrosion that does appear and to prevent it
check might take a couple of days, we usually plan to remove the
from progressing. Auckland Seaplanes are big users of CorrosionX
aircraft from service for two weeks.” Auckland Seaplanes’ systems,
Heavy Duty. “It sticks on application and doesn’t drip down or dry
and Steven’s pilot maintenance privileges, mean that all of their
out,” says Steven. They also use a significant amount of MaxWax –
preventative maintenance programme can be carried out in-house.
CorrosionX’s synthetic wax-based barrier coating which withstands
Steven adds that one of the big advantages of CorrosionX is that
high temperatures and penetrates between and around close-fitting
it can be easily cleaned off when required. When minor corrosion
does need to be attended to, it’s also a very efficient process to
“clean it up sufficiently and then coat with CorrosionX which
neutralises the process and prevents further problems – much easier
than stripping and repainting, which can safely be deferred to a time
of major refurbishment instead,” says Steven.
“We use it everywhere – and if I could taxi through a shower
of the stuff, I would,” Steven explains. He opens the float
compartments to reveal a liberal application of CorrosionX HD.
It’s also inside all the strut tubes. Salt is continuously tracked inside
the aircraft onto the floor, and inevitably beneath onto the frame
through openings such as for the pedals. Hence the “floor and
frames are all drenched in the product”. Essentially, CorrosionX
HD is used on anything submerged or very exposed, and
CorrosionX Aviation is used inside the wings, cavities and hollows
throughout the aircraft.
A big advantage of the product not only from a maintenance
Auckland Seaplanes Chief Pilot Steven Newland tends to some preventative

HELICOPTERS
FIXED WING
ALL AIRCRAFT PARTS

100% NZ OWNED & OPERATED
24 hours / 7 days services
DAILY AUCKLAND COURIER
6a Kaha Street, Rangataua, Ohakune.
Phone Warwick on 0273 400 284 or a/h 09 814 8910
email: freemanfreight@xtra.co.nz
www.freemanfreight.co.nz

Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport

KiwiFlyer

Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Email: paul@centralaero.nz
www.centralaero.nz

maintenance with CorrosionX products.
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Aviation Business Profile
viewpoint but also for efficient application, is CorrosionX’s inert
effect on electronics. Steven says that means he can spray it heavily
everywhere – including over all the electronics, auto-pilot and ELT.
We asked Steven what they do about prop erosion and he says
that’s mitigated by liberal use of bees’ wax on the leading edges.
Given Auckland Seaplanes operation of an amphibious Beaver,
we also wondered about care for wheels and ancillary parts. Hubs
are packed with standard aviation grease, but it transpires that
CorrosionX now have a substitute grease available that they are
intending to transition to in the near future. Steven says “It’s
becoming a complete system with new products coming out
pretty much annually. We’re trialling NavGuard at the moment.”
(NavGuard is a new CorrosionX product that includes a mildew
inhibitor.)
Caring for aircraft operated in these conditions is obviously a

major task, but one which is made much easier when the focus is on
prevention of problems. Steven recalls issues with a Beaver when
flying in Australia – an elevator actuator rod seized and needed
replacement. But these are old aircraft and none could be located in
Australia, it then taking weeks to source via Canada with associated
loss of income from a grounded aircraft in the meantime. Closer
to home, it became apparent during checks that WKA’s belly hadn’t
been fully treated on assembly after arrival here - when corrosion
was noted on the elevator cables and ADF antenna. These were
subsequently replaced and treated with CorrosionX with no further
sign of corrosion since.
As Steven says, the reality is that salt gets everywhere and
although you’ll never win against it, using a good suite of products
alongside an intense maintenance programme is a very good way to
even the odds.

About Auckland Seaplanes

CorrosionX in New Zealand
SINCE acquiring the exclusive New Zealand and Australian
distributorship for CorrosionX products in 2013, Corrosion
Control NZ Limited has raised sales to over two tonnes per month
in New Zealand alone. Aside from aviation, the product range is
widely used in the tyre industry, fisheries, agriculture, waste water
works and by electricity companies.
Director Tom Muller says there’s plenty more potential for
the product yet, as New Zealand is such a corrosion-prone
environment. His approach is to work closely with customers,
“to see for myself what the client is doing and to understand his
challenges,” says Tom, who explains it’s usually easy to change a
culture from reactive to preventative maintenance once it is realised
how easy preventative maintenance can be and how much cost
can be saved. By meeting with customers and understanding their
processes, Tom can also suggest appropriate application methods
from a range of customisable spray systems that are available.
Join the Team

Tom is keen to see a continued expansion of the CorrosionX
presence in Australasia and welcomes enquiries from companies
who may wish to join the team as authorised distributor. “Local
market knowledge and word of mouth advertising based on
customer satisfaction simply works best. As approved distributors
rather than parallel importers, we care very much for the brand and
the relationships we build with our dealers and customers. Product
and information will always be available in a fast and friendly
manner,” says Tom.
For more information

GIVEN the history of seaplane aviation from Auckland Harbour
(dating back to the 1940s), it comes as a surprise that there was
none for almost 25 years before a scenic and charter service was reestablished by the newly formed Auckland Seaplanes in 2013.
After thinking about and quietly investigating the opportunity
for several years, Chris Sattler formed Auckland Seaplanes late in
2011. In June 2013, ZK-AMA arrived on the NZ register having
been sourced from Canada and registered AMA in recognition of
Tasman Empire Airways Limited original (international) flying boat
of the 1940s. In July 2013 Steven Newland joined the company as
Chief Pilot and to help compile the documentation that would lead
to their Air Operating Certificate.
Initially operating from the Maritime Museum (with a roll-out
table as an office), Auckland Seaplanes soon moved to the Sealink
offices nearby. Today they are based in self-contained offices next
door to Sealink and have their own pontoon alongside.
In July 2015 a second aircraft was acquired. ZK-WKA (Waka) is
an amphibious Beaver, also sourced via Canada, which is based at
Ardmore. WKA has provided significant flexibility to the Auckland
Seaplanes operation. If weather prohibits a harbour take-off,
passengers can be diverted to Ardmore for a flight which is still
likely to include a water landing in a sheltered bay somewhere if
desired. The amphibious capability is also quite an advantage if
the weather is less than compliant but a charter is heading to Great
Barrier Island. If need be, a landing can always be achieved at the
airport instead of on water. In due course, there’s bound to be a
charter flight made from Auckland Airport to Waiheke Island or
similar, but despite the numerous enquiries received for just that
16

purpose, all the potential passengers so far have balked at the rather
high handling fees demanded by Auckland Airport and associated
companies for the privilege of picking up passengers there.
Auckland Seaplanes also fly scenic and charter flights to the
Bay of Islands as well as Rotorua and Taupo. Other charter flights
frequently involve working with corporate customers for customer
events, management trips, product launches, plus film work for
local and international clients. In addition, their aircraft support
a number of commercial and government entities with spotting
services when the ability to access remote locations and land on the
water are a benefit.
All the above leads to a busy operation, Steven saying that on full
days they often need to fly both planes to keep up with demand.
Business is steadily building and the company now has its fourth
pilot in training. In ten years of flying float planes for several
different operators, December 2015 at Auckland Seaplanes was the
busiest flying month ever for Steven. And he says January 2016 was
the second busiest. Flying hours this summer were such that for the
first time, maintenance across the two planes needed to be carefully
managed to ensure one was always available. It’s been fortunate
that the Beaver is so capable at moving people and payload. Seven
passengers and the pilot are comfortably accommodated. Indeed,
when your KiwiFlyer Editor mentioned to a friend that we were
putting this article together, said friend commented; “We were at
Mansion House Bay when they arrived there a few months back. It
was like Doctor Who’s phone box. More people got out than I ever
thought could have been inside it.”
Look up Auckland Seaplanes at www.aucklandseaplanes.com
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CorrosionX stockists and applicators can be found via www.
corrosionx.org or www.corrosionx.com.au or by contacting Tom
at Corrosion Control NZ Ltd. on 09 438 8800 or 021 469972.
Tom says they maintain substantial stock holdings at Whangarei
so “supply should never be an issue”. Corrosion Control NZ
also distribute large variety of products for the concrete and road
building industry including dust-control products, acid free truck
cleaners, and non-stick coatings for concrete truck owners, road
builders and scaffolding companies.

Corrosion Control NZ Limited
is the exclusive authorised
importer and distributor for
CorrosionX in New Zealand and Australia
Displaces moisture permanently
Stops corrosion instantly
Provides long-lasting protection
Fully military specified and aviation approved
Boeing/Airbus endorsed
NZ MPI certified
In current use by RAAF and NZDF

Find your nearest stockist and authorised applicator on

www.corrosionx.org

or www.corrosionx.com.au
or contact Tom 09 438 8800, 021 469 972

Have you got an interesting aviation story that KiwiFlyer readers might enjoy? Call us on 09 279 9924 and we’ll help you to share it.
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Avsure Insurance Feature
contributed by Bill Beard

Insurance for engines run on-condition
Robinson Helicopter Sales

Service

NEW & PRE-OWNED ROBINSON HELICOPTERS

Aircraft marked l include a Pilot Training Package

l DEMONSTRATOR R66 TURBINE WITH AIR-CONDITIONING IN STOCK: TT 70 Hrs

(approx.). Black Metallic Base with Slate Grey Trim, Grey Leather Interior. Air-Conditioning,
Extra Corrosion Protection, RR300 Turbine, External Baggage Compartment, 25 Amp
Battery Upgrade, King KY196A, Garmin GTX327, NAT AA12 Audio, Bubble Cover. 2013
Build SAVE APPROX. USD$100,000 + GST ON NEW LIST PRICE
US$799,900 +GST

l NEW R44 CADET – EST JULY 2016 FACTORY COMPLETION: Dark Blue with White
Trim, Grey Leather, 2 Seats, Rear Baggage Area, Bladder Tanks, Garmin GTR225B &
GTX330ES, 6 Hole Panel, RHC Oil Filter Kit, Lycoming O-540-F1B5, 28V System, 2400 Hrs
Between O/H on Airframe, Cabin Heater, Bubble Cover, RHC Warranty. US$364,460 +GST

l RHC FACTORY OVERHAULED R44 CLIPPER II WITH AIR-CON / IN STOCK: Viper Red
with Bright Silver Trim, Grey Leather. Pop-Out Floats, Bladder Tanks, Bubble Windows, King
KY196A and TXP, NAT AA12 Audio, Garmin 250XL GPS with 2nd COM, Extra Corrosion
US$496,760 + GST
Protection, Bubble Cover. RHC Limited Warranty

Charter

PILOT TRAINING
Full Ground Courses
R22 - R44 - R66
PPL and CPL
Type Ratings
Instructor Ratings
Night Ratings (unlim)

HELI CHARTER
Scenic Flights
Heli Fishing
Proposal Flights
Hotel Transfers
Commercial Ops
Photography

2007 R22 BETA II: 4120 TT: 1200 Hrs, Black with Gold Trim, Tan Leather, Cabin Heater,
King KY197A, New Gamin TXP, New MR Blades TTIS 0 Hrs, New CoA, Fresh 100 Hr & AD
compliance. Private Use, No Damage History. Available ex Bankstown. AU$259,990 +GST

2012 R44 RAVEN I: TT 570 Hrs (approx), White with Bright Blue Trim, Tan Leather. Bladder
Tanks, Bubble Windows, Garmin GTX327, King KY197A, UHF Radio, Garmin Aera 500
GPS, Cabin Heater, Bubble Cover.
AU$440,000 +GST

2010 R44 RAVEN II WITH AIR-CON: TT 500 Hrs (approx), Blue & White Astro Trim, Tan
Leather, Bladder Tanks, Bubble Windows, Fire Ext., King KY196A, Garmin 695 GPS, Audio
Panel, King KT76C TXP, Directional Gyro, NAT AA12 Audio, UHF Radio, Phone Kit, Cabin
AU$480,000 +GST
Heater, Bubble Cover, Based in Queensland.

Training

Sales:

Service: Zack Erdos
021 748 608
zack@heliflitepacific.com

1981 BELL 206 L1 LONGRANGER WITH C30P ENGINE: TT Airframe 15,760 (approx.)
Red/White (New Paint), New Leather seats, High Skids, Flight Steps, Floor Protectors,
Baggage Extender, Cargo Hook Provisions, Cargo Mirror, FDC Filter Installation, New
Starter Generator, New FCU, NAT-AMS Audio, King KY-96A & KT74, Flight Instruments,
Garmin 296 GPS, 7 Place Audio COMS, NAV Control/KF564.
US$718,500 +GST

Training: Alex Justice
09 299 9103
alex@heliflitepacific.com

Sarah Smith
09 299 9442
sarah@heliflitepacific.com

Charter: Alex Justice
09 299 9103
alex@heliflitepacific.com

www.heliflite.co.nz

To discuss this topic or any other
questions relating to aviation
insurance or to seek quotations,
contact Bill Beard at Avsure on
0800 322 206.

Avsure provides the most competitive
insurance programmes available in
the Aviation Industry.
When considering your aircraft
insurance, you definitely need
the best ADVICE, EXPERIENCE
and RESOURCES.
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

A division of Boston Marks Group Limited

Number One for Robinson Helicopter Sales & Service
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corrosion etc. identified during the repair
process will be to the account of the
insured.

Contact us
for a free
no-obligation
quotation on
any aviation
insurance
requirements
that you have

Avsure - where aviation insurance
isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!
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strip (paid for by the insurers). If any
damage is found (ie. crankshaft damage
or the like) the insurers may provide for
replacement of damaged part(s) caused
directly as a result of the accident, subject
to age and AD (airworthiness directive)
status. If the crankshaft is on its second
or third life or has been superseded then
settlement may be subject to negotiation.
However, as the engine is beyond its TBO
it will not be approved for “return to
service” without a complete overhaul. The
cost of this will be to direct account of
the insured/owner as the policy does not
cover wear and tear or deterioration.
The long and short of it therefore
is that if your time expired engine is
damaged, the insurance company will
compensate the insured for accident
related damage but the cost of the
overhaul to enable it to return to service
will not form part of the claim.
Likewise, with airframe damage,
insurers will only pay for the accident
damage. Additional rectification such as

Brett Sanders 021 748 984
brett@heliflitepacific.com

1995 MD520N: TT 3200 Hrs, New Solid Colour Paint (Purchaser’s Choice), New Leather
(Purchaser’s Choice), Engine: C20 R/2+. Fresh 100/300/12&24 month Inspection, All S/B &
Engine CEB-A Complied with, Enhanced Compressor & Turbine (Fresh HMI), New Notar T/T
Fan Straps, New 500N5215N Kamatics Driveshaft, New AAI Fwd Windows, King KX155 & TXP +
TSO GPS, Night VFR, High Skids, Duals, Air-Con. No Lifting History. Ex. NZ.US$895,400 +GST

Parts:

ONE OF THE main provisions of an
aircraft insurance policy is that operation
and maintenance of the aircraft must be
conducted in full compliance with the
CAA Rules. Accordingly, aviation insurers
accept the use of engines beyond the
manufacturer recommended TBO (time
between overhauls) subject to certain
manufacturer recommendations and/or
CAA approved programmes.
Under the policy terms and conditions,
insurance companies will pay for, repair,
or make good accidental damage to the
insured aircraft. BUT in the case of
repairs to an on-condition engine, though
different insurance companies may have
different views, generally the following
ground rules will be applied.
In the case of a total loss – no
problem. The company will pay the
agreed value including the engine, less
the deductible. However, in the event
of engine repairs even say following a
prop strike, the normal procedure is that
the Claims Adjuster will approve a bulk

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

AIRCRAFT
l
l
l
l

Pleasure & Business Aircraft
Charter l Aircraft Sales
Flying Schools l Clubs
Agricultural l Helicopters

AVIATION LIABILITY
l
l

Premises
Chemical

l
l

Airports l Products
Hangar keepers

PROPERTY
l

Hangars and Contents

PERSONAL
l
l

Pilot Personal Accident
Passengers l Pilots term life

P: 09 298 8206 or 0800 322 206 F: 09 298 8218
E: insure@avsure.co.nz www.avsure.co.nz

This page is sponsored by Avsure. To enquire about other sponsorship opportunities in KiwiFlyer, contact Michael on 09 279 9924.
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En-route
contributed by Nick Ashley

En-route: Arthur’s Pass
without having to wait for the big jets, Peter and I were off to find
our perfect powder. The western departure along the Waimakariri
River was a route I had flown many times before, and after a few
minutes of low-level cruising
THE South Island is home
the airspace above us opened
to some excellent terrain for
up and I pulled the little Cessna
skiing and snowboarding, and
into a slow climb through
the snow starts just a short one
Porters Pass and into the
hour drive from Christchurch.
mountains.
Like many Cantabrians, I enjoy
Sitting in the right-hand
a day in the mountains, and
seat, Peter was the first to spot
a fine winter’s day frequently
a location at the end of the
poses the challenge of whether
Torlesse Range, “There’s a
to hit the slopes or take to the
decent amount of snow but it
skies. The solution: Combine
looks a bit icy, and a long walk
both activities by making
up from the road”. There was
a reconnaissance flight to
sunlight glinting off the slope
check out the snow coverage
indicating a crusty surface of
on different peaks strung
ice and we headed on, looking
alongside State Highway 73
for something better. Aside
to the West Coast. My friend
2 from our task of evaluating
Peter MacLeod would join me
the snow, there was some great
The first ski field of Porters. Crystal valley is out of shot to the right.
for this trip, seeking the perfect
sightseeing to be had, with the
place to carve out a trail for some advanced skiing through off-piste
first big landmark of Lake Lyndon filling my window to the left.
powder. Viewing snow conditions from the air can be very useful as
The first ski field on our track, Porters, was now straight in front
online reports and webcams are sufficient for the popular areas, but
of us. We could skirt the nearby Foggy Hill, but due to the Cessna’s
expert runs and off-piste terrain don’t usually get as good coverage.
lacklustre climb rate the top of the ski field was still above us. After
Not only does flying provide a birds-eye view of a large area, but
edging closer, a turn to the right raised the left-hand wing enough
more than half a dozen spots can be checked out from the air in
so we could check out the snow conditions. Bluff Face was looking
the time it takes to visit one by car.
quite good, but Crystal Valley even more so, further around from
A calm day with cold and dense air helped to mitigate some of
Porters and outside the patrol zone but helpfully accessible with the
the sluggishness of the Cessna 150 that I had hired from the Air
ski field’s lifts and a short trek along the ridge line. It looked like
New Zealand Flying Club for our expedition. The little two-seat
some decent powder was trapped in the valley, but there were still
trainer was a good choice for this flight, as its excellent visibility and
more areas to check out, so after completing the turn I returned
slow cruise speed made for a perfect viewing platform amongst the
to the highway to head north along the Craigieburn Range. We
mountains. The grass strip at Christchurch Airport was available, so
cruised high above the distinctive Castle Hill limestone formations,
Nick Ashley continues his new series focused on flying the scenic route - ‘for
the fun of it’ as much as for just ‘getting there’. This time the excuse is to
check out the snow conditions for an upcoming ski trip.

and onwards to the ski field cluster of
Cheeseman, Broken River, and Craigieburn.
After passing all three in quick succession, I
turned so Peter could get a good view from
his side window. Cheeseman had good
coverage on its northern advanced runs
and easy access from the lifts, while the
large combined expanse of Broken River
and Craigieburn, the latter known for being
“steep, deep, and cheap”, had some nice
powder tucked in among the upper chutes.
Having finished with the Craigieburn
Range, we looked towards the Southern
Alps near Arthur’s Pass. The most direct
route was to deviate from the highway that
we had been following and cut directly
across the mountains. Having built up
enough altitude for a safe ridge crossing,
we cruised over to the Craigieburn Valley,
trading some of our now-excess altitude for
a slight boost in speed. Crossing the jumble
of low peaks in the Black Range reunited us
with the Waimakariri River, its broad upper
reaches serving as a clear demarcation
between the arid east populated by rocks
and tussock, and the wet west cloaked in
thick vegetation. Another distinct change
was the rocky mountain bluffs starting to
crowd in on both sides as we ventured on

towards Arthur’s Pass, along with some
scattered cloud, prompting further descent.
This was now real mountain flying, with all
of the dangers of mechanical turbulence,
contrast and depth-perception issues, and
lack of manoeuvring space. Peter’s job
was to keep an eye out for Temple Basin
ski field, conveniently off to our right,
while my full concentration was required
for flying. The cloud began to thicken and
lower ahead of us, and just in time Peter
got a good sighting of Temple Basin,
judging the upper snow to be sufficient but
not quite as good as the earlier locations.
I was aware of another aircraft following
somewhere behind us, a Piper Tomahawk
also out of Christchurch, so ensured that
we had vertical separation before pulling a
tight turn out of the valley. Sure enough,
after a couple of minutes flying back out
I spotted the other small two-seat aircraft
below and off to our left, cruising at a
lower altitude to get under the cloud cover
and through to the West Coast.
With our snow survey complete, and
back out of the Alps, course was set for
Christchurch, this time following the
TranzAlpine railway to the east along the
upper Waimakariri River. Our track passed

ARDMORE
HANGARAGE
Full Service Hangarage available
now at Ardmore Airport
20m x 5.5m Power Doors
Large Apron
Sealed Taxiway
Long Term or Short Term

Corporate Jet Services Limited
P: (09) 298 6249

For all your engine overhauls
Lycoming, Continental, Gipsy...
And now Rotax!
Part 145 approved
Call Bill O’Neill or Graeme Daniell
03 489 6870 or 027 307 5850
Taieri Airport, Mosgiel.

www.southair.co.nz
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En-route

6
Nick’s route from Christchurch.

Clouds lurk past Arthur’s Pass obscuring the
mountain tops.

7

1
Lake Lyndon. The small alpine lake rests in a basin
1
with mountains crowding in from both sides.

Temple Basin. The access road running up a
ridge makes this ski field easy to spot.

the isolated and strikingly conical Sugar
Loaf, not to be confused with the similarlynamed visual reporting point ‘Sugarloaf ’
near Christchurch! Nestled beneath the
pointy peak was Lake Sarah, the first of
several small lakes in the area. Navigation
was easy, simply following the distinct
metallic crease of the railway line as it
carved a path through the landscape below.
Out of the challenging terrain, Peter and
I were able to plan our trip to experience
the snow up close. By the time we were
back in Christchurch airspace, the decision
was made to give Crystal Valley a go. (Peter
had the necessary avalanche safety training
and equipment required.) Our planning had
to pause for radio calls, but we arrived back
in the middle of a lull in commercial traffic
so it was only a few minutes until we were
on the ground with the little Cessna back
in its hangar. The snow-capped mountains
were visible from the airport, and we
looked forward to returning for an exciting
ski trip in the next few days.

En-route:

1hr 54min

Approximate distance travelled:
Suggested charts:
9

3
Castle Hill rocks. The unusual limestone formations
3
make for an interesting landmark.

TranzAlpine. Follow the railway home, here
crossing the Waimakariri River.

flyingmedicine.com
Medical Examinations at Ardmore.
Renew your CAA medical at Ardmore
with Dr Joanna Lapish at David Powell’s
on-airfield location:
125 Kittyhawk Lane Ardmore.
Book directly with Chris: (027) 276-5812
or joanna.lapish@hotmail.com

Tekapo Glacier Traverse
Flight time:

aviation medicals

150nm

B4, C13

Significant radio frequencies:

Canterbury CFZ / Forest Field 119.2
Uncontrolled / Wyndale 119.1
Christchurch Tower 118.4
FISCOM 124.4 Springfield 133.55
Traffic/airspace:

Observe valley flying procedures and keep
right where possible to ensure separation.
Terrain:

Mountain flying training, thorough brief,
and careful navigation required.
10

4
Cheeseman. Ski field number two basks in 4
the winter sunshine.

Sugar Loaf. From certain angles the odd
landmark looks pyramid shaped.

Weather:

Mechanical turbulence and changeable
weather can be encountered in the
Southern Alps.
Primary Aerodrome:

n/a

Alternate Aerodrome:

13

5
Craigieburn and Broken River with plenty of 5
powder coating the surrounding peaks.
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Limited: The twin Springfield (NZSF)
and Wyndale (NZWY) aerodromes are
published but may not be suitable for all
aircraft and conditions. Full assessment
and prior approval required before use,
refer AIP Vol4.

Dairy country. Cows head down a race on
one of the many Cantabrian farms.
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Training and Technology

iPads approved as EFBs
by CAA for Massey University School of Aviation
In April this year, Massey University’s School of Aviation became the first
flight training provider in New Zealand to receive CAA approval to use iPads
as Electronic Flight Bags in their fleet of Diamond DA40 and DA42 aircraft.
The Electronic Flight Bag (EFB)

A pilot’s traditional flight bag containing bulky paper based
information, like Aeronautical Information Publications (AIPs),
is fast becoming redundant in the cockpit of modern airliners as
organisations move towards using less cumbersome EFBs. These
devices are capable of storing all the documents that pilots are
required to carry for both VFR & IFR flights, in the form of
electronic data that can be displayed on-screen in clear definition.
Aside from weight and environmental considerations, using EFBs
to carry the large amount of formerly paper-based information
required by aviation regulations, offers real benefits to operational
efficiency and safety. Modern aviation software can host purpose
built applications to automate numerous performance and
navigation calculations normally conducted manually and thus more
prone to error.
Global airlines are increasingly introducing the use of Apple
iPads as EFBs. For example, American Airlines has secured FAA
approval to use iPads on all of its current fleet types during all
phases of flight, expected to save over $1m annually.
The transition from paper-based information to electronic
data on the flight deck is a significant change and one that Massey
University School of Aviation has acknowledged, as they now
introduce their student pilots to a paperless cockpit environment
before they enter the airline industry.
Manager of Business Development & International Programmes
at the School of Aviation, Anke Smith, says the School decided
that EFBs and the ‘paperless cockpit’ should become an integral
part of ab-initio training for all student pilots in order to facilitate
a seamless transition to modern air transport aircraft. “There was
clear technology gap in pilot training so we decided to commence a
search for an EFB platform suitable for training organisations such
as ourselves,” says Anke.
Initial Trial

In 2013 a two-month trial was held to ascertain the suitability
of Apple iPads or Apple iPad Minis as a replacement for paper
documentation. A project team led by Frank Sharp and George
Minors was formed. Project Supervisors CFI Craig Whyte and
Deputy CFI Paul Kearney coordinated the trial with Massey’s Flight
Instructor team who concurrently tested the various apps available.
Prior to commencing the trial, an Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI) test on the iPad had been carried out by EMC Technologies
for Air NZ. The Garmin 1000 avionics systems fitted to the School
of Aviation’s DA40 and DA42 aircraft operate on quite different
frequencies to the EMF emitted by the Apple iPad and thus an EMI
occurrence was deemed improbable.
Other factors assessed included device size/weight, screen
brightness/reflection/glare, battery life, integration with cockpit
ergonomics, etc. The initial trial resulted in a preference towards the
Apple iPad mounted on kneeboards.
During these trials the Avplan EFB software application was
assessed as suitable for the School of Aviation’s flight training
24

environment. Avplan
EFB is an aviation
software application
categorised as
Type B Software
in accordance with
AC91-20 and is designed for use with iPads.
Human Factors considerations were assessed in accordance with
AC91-20 regulations for EFB platforms and Type A or B software.
Factors affecting EFB integration into the cockpit included
pilot workload in both single-pilot and multi-crew aircraft, size,
resolution, and legibility of symbols and text, plus access to desired
charts.
Also included in the initial evaluations were: legal considerations
(CAA, Diamond Industries, etc), issues around redundancy in
the cockpit, the SOPs required for standardised use of EFBs in a
‘paperless cockpit’, and recognition of the extensive and recurrent
training requirements for both staff and students.
Extended EFB trial

The School commenced extended trials for use of iPads as EFBs
in July 2014 through a phased process. Each phase consisted of at
least one month with 30 flights or 50 hours of flying.
The two main purposes of the trial were to test the Apple iPad
as a Class 1 EFB and to test the Avplan EFB software application.
A final report was submitted to CAA NZ in March 2016 after
extensive testing and risk assessment under the School’s Safety
Management System.
During the trial period some 4000 ‘iPad flights’ were conducted
(approximately 8000 hours) to ensure safe operations with nil
interference issues. Massey’s flight instructors were challenged
to rethink the way they taught some course aspects such as Map
Reading and Navigation.
The trial found the reliability of the software and the hardware
to be 99.75% per flight hour. There were no EMI occurrences,
the Apple iPad was user-friendly, and the AvPlan EFB application
software proved reliable and robust.
CAA Approvals Received

CAA NZ has now approved the use of iPads as EFBs on the
Massey University’s fleet of Diamond DA40 and DA42 aircraft.
The School of Aviation is the first and only flight training provider
to have obtained such approval from CAA NZ, and one of a small
number of approved flight training organisations globally, that are
using such new technology.
This is a significant achievement and marks the culmination of
nearly two years of intensive trials.
The School of Aviation is introducing iPads to all its Bachelor
of Aviation cohorts whereby students are issued the iPads on loan
for the duration of their course. Currently it has two full ‘ iPad
cohorts’. By mid- 2017 all BAv cohorts will be using iPads and
EFBs. Massey is increasingly using iPads in the classroom as part of
their ‘connected classroom project’.
Massey University’s School of Aviation extends it sincere thanks to all those
who supported this project – especially the School’s EFB project team.
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New Zealand Soaring
contributed by Jill McCaw

Club Dynamics and Member Satisfaction
When Jill McCaw sent her usual ‘gliding’ article for this issue, she almost
apologised that it wasn’t so much about gliding. No need though, because
the content is very relevant in a time where you might often hear people
with a gloomy outlook on the future of the aviation (or other) clubs they
are involved with. Yet some clubs are flourishing. Why is that? Jill’s article
leads quite nicely into the next few pages which cover a particularly good
autogyro gathering, and a spectacular turnout for a NZ Warbirds Open Day
at Ardmore. Warbirds have had their ‘stuff’ together for several years now so
that’s not a surprise. In contrast the NZ Autogyro Association has floundered,
achieving little more than an AGM each year. As you’ll see over the page,
thanks to one person (cheers John and helpers) who said “well I’ll do
something”, an excellent event took place in June that has already sparked
some life back into the organisation which, if heed is taken from Jill’s words
that follow, might be just the burst of momentum the club needs. Other clubs
around the country will be in similar situations. The best way to fix such
problems will always be to assemble a core of people that instead of saying
“someone needs to”, think like John and declare “well I will”.

AT THE recent Gliding New Zealand AGM a session on
Membership Growth and Development was led by Hamish
McEwen from Sports NZ. The session was based on a study in
Club Dynamics and member satisfaction commissioned by Sports
NZ, using four very different sporting organisations - rugby
league, bowls, and two others I wasn’t writing fast enough to catch.
What Hamish had to say is applicable to any sports club however,
including the many and various versions of aviation clubs. Hamish
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was happy for me to share his words with a wider audience.
We are in the middle of a period of massive change and it’s
not going to slow down. Most sports clubs are run by a group
of greyer, more mature enthusiasts of that sport. This fact was
certainly noticeable in the GNZ AGM attendees. Hamish reminded
us that there is a greater wealth divide than when most of us
were younger, more ethnic diversity and generational complexity.
Younger people have statistically significantly lower participation in
sports, which doesn’t bode well for our sports’ futures. Competition
for the money and time that people have to spend on recreation will
continue to increase.
The implication of all of this is that ONE SIZE DOES NOT
FIT ALL. The people coming into our sports now are different
to us. Their journey to solo and beyond will be different to yours.
Their backgrounds will also differ from each other. We need to
think broader than our own experiences.
We need to ask these questions: How well do we know our
members? How is our average age tracking? Is our club (physically)
in the right place for the future? Where do our members come
from? Where are those sorts of people going to be in the future?
Sports NZ’s study of clubs has discovered seven drivers of club
satisfaction and positive member experience, irrespective of what
the sport is. Great clubs have:
• Facilities fit for purpose, (not necessarily the best or newest).
• Great Coaches / Leaders
• Members who feel that they are fulfilling their potential
• Good communication, between members, and the hierarchy
• Friendly and welcoming people
• Professionalism and expertise
• A good social environment
If you were to ask your club members how good the club is, and
would they re-join if they left, what would they answer? Statistics
show that the following people will answer yes to those questions:
people on the club executive (hardly surprising), people who are
club representatives, people who have been members longer than
ten years and people in the older life stages. Who is likely to be
unsatisfied with their club and answer no to those questions? The
people who have been in the club less than five years and people
from the younger life stages. Surprisingly there is also a significant
increase in dissatisfaction from people who come from Auckland (I
am not making this up) but that is not helpful so we’ll just ignore it.
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What does that tell us? It says that clubs are being led by and are
focusing on the ‘happier’, more satisfied members at the expense
of the younger and/or newer members. Does that matter? Should a
club meet the needs of everyone?
There are no right answers of course but there are things that
clubs should be discussing, within their executives and their wider
membership.
• Is the focus on “talent” impacting on the experience of others?
• Does club culture need to change?
• Are our clubs ready for the future?
• Is our club model broken?
• Does any of this apply to my club?
Out of all of the seven drivers of satisfaction mentioned earlier, it
didn’t matter what the sport was, but social involvement was a huge
component of member satisfaction with their club, so find a way to
increase social engagement.
• What is your club culture like?
• What are key things that need to improve?
- Better club management/committee
- More fairness/equal opportunities
- Club atmosphere and support
Successful club management is pro-active and flexible with
transparent management. People don’t like
management with no backbone or, going
too far in the opposite direction, and being
dictatorial.
Successful clubs exhibit fairness and
equal opportunities. Resources need to be
shared equally with transparency around
team selection. Females are significantly
About KiwiFlyer Magazine
KiwiFlyer is published every two months by Kiwi Flyer Limited.
Editor: Michael Norton
Subscription rates: KiwiFlyer is delivered free to every NZ
aircraft operator and aviation document holding business.
Others may subscribe for just $34 (6 issues). Back issues may
be downloaded free from our website.

likely to mention equal opportunities as an area their club needs to
improve on.
Successful clubs are supportive with a good atmosphere.
Members provide encouragement to other members. Members
are positive (not complaining, being negative), they are friendly
and supportive to new people and club duties are shared. There is
harmony among members be they new, old, competitive, or noncompetitive,
What does this all mean for aviation sporting clubs in the
future? There are of course no real answers. Does any of this
help your club identify an issue that you need to address? Do you
actually want to change? For those that really want to change you
need to listen to not only all of your members but also potential
members and those who may just pay to fly but don’t want to be
actively involved in a club. The world and the place of aviation as a
recreational sport is changing. We need to adapt with it.
This is a brief overview of a complex workshop session. I advise
any clubs or organisations that feel the workshop would be of
use to them to contact Hamish McEwen about having him speak
with them. He tailors his presentation to fit the organisation he is
speaking to. hamish.mcewen@sportnz.org.nz
Find your local gliding club at www.gliding.co.nz
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Autogyros

Gyronauts weekend at Whanganui

Whanganui Airport under seige by autogyro. At least that’s probably what the Eagle flight pilots thought.

The first fly-out was to Waitotara.

Brendon Deere speaks about his collection.

A second fly-out was to visit Richmond Harding’s strip. He is right of picture, telling tales of ag. aviation.

THE NZ Autogyro Association AGM
earlier this year was much like the last
few: a perfect occasion to catch up with
some great friends. Though as with many
similar organisations, ideas for things the
club could be doing during the rest of
the year (and volunteers to achieve same)
were conspicuously absent. Those present
resolved to meet again next year, and not
much else. John O’Leary however, set
about to organise a fly-in on his home
turf of Whanganui. This was recently held
over Queen’s Birthday weekend. Ten gyros
arrived, nearly all by air, plus another 20 or
so club members and friends by road.
What a successful couple of days it was,
even if it did take numerous participants
a while to catch up with the programme
instead of succumbing to the usual, and
admittedly pleasant, ‘sit about and chat’
style of these things. Indeed someone
said that getting people to the right place
even at nowhere near the right time “was
like herding whitebait”. That might have
been John. Possibly the author of his own
misfortune in this regard, John had found
friends of friends to call in various favours
and make introductions such that he could
create a full (and outstanding) programme
of activity for those who attended.
Saturday morning included a fly-out up
the coast to Waitotara for a private strip
landing, then back to Whanganui for lunch.
If the exercise of getting the whitebait into
the air together was hard enough, keeping
them progressing to the destination in any
semblance of formation turned out to
be impossible, as was returning on time.
However, very good fun was had. After a
late lunch, the squadron departed to visit
Richmond Harding’s nearby strip and
hangar at Westmere. Richmond gave a

Est. 2003

www.liviuavionics.com

much appreciated talk on his collection of ag. aviation memorabilia
and the history of Wanganui Aero Work. Thank you Richmond.
Then it was back to Whanganui for an organised dinner at the aero
club. Thank you ladies.
Sunday dawned as another gorgeous day. It too would be busy,
with flying in the morning and then a drive to Ohakea for a look
at (and fly of) the RNZAF’s Agusta A109 helicopter training
simulator, operated by John Carter who very kindly gave up his
personal time on the long weekend to host those present. The
($20m) simulator is worthy of a feature story in itself, so needless to
say the lucky ones who had a try were a) very lucky, and
b) impressed. Thank you John.
Then it was a short trip across the base to Brendon Deere’s
Biggin Hill hangar, home to his aircraft collection (think Spitfire,
Harvard, Avenger…) and a couple more domiciled there by the
Air Force. Brendon also gave up a couple of hours of his weekend
to share the story of his planes and his joy for aviation. That too,
would also easily compile to a feature story. Those in attendance
were very grateful for the opportunity to visit.
And thence back to Whanganui in time for more local flying,
another dinner kindly provided by John’s helpers, and chatting
amongst friends well into the evening. Monday was for farewells
and departures into a clear blue sky in conditions good enough that
Anton Meier took the opportunity to summit Mt. Ruapehu in his
Cavalon gyro on the way back home to Cambridge.
“We must do this more often,” said many people. Big Cheers
to John O’Leary and all those who helped out and welcomed a
raggedy (I can say that, I’m one too. Ed.) collection of gyronauts to
their homes and hangars on the weekend.

FIXED WING
MICROLIGHT, LSA, GA

HELICOPTER
MICROLIGHT, TURBINE

GYRO
MICROLIGHT, LSA

Garry Belton tries his hand at flying the RNZAF’s A109 LUH simulator.
Don’t be nervous - there’s only about 6 people looking over your shoulder
and another 20+ watching on monitors in the control room.

www.aerosportaviation.com

For All Fixed Wing or Rotary
Avionics and Instruments Requirements
l Repair, Calibration, Tests, new units
l a/c 24 month inspections
l New installations: Mode S, ADSB, a.o.

Call Liviu: (09) 296 2354 or (09) 268 1199 or 021 048 7055
e: liviu.filimon@liviuavionics.com
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NZ Warbirds

KiwiFlyer

contributed by Frank Parker with photographs by Gavin Conroy
What was there
Tiger Moths

ON June 5th NZ Warbirds Association held an Open Day at our
Firstly we have a lineup of 25 plus static
Stearman PT-13
Ryan PT-22
Ardmore Airfield Base. We have been hosting these events twice
display aircraft covering most of our fleet
Ryan STM
yearly around June and November for the past six plus years. The
from Tiger Moths to Spitfires to Skyhawk.
Piper Cub
format is quite simple, three one hour flying display ‘slots’ through
This is accompanied by a fleet of historic
Harvards
the day with normal airfield operations between times. This is to
military vehicles from local collectors and
Yak-52s
lessen the impact and allow airfield operators to continue with their
MOTAT, plus displays from various car
DHC Beaver
business during the day.
groups, 20 + ‘Muscle
DHC Chipmunk
This event was in
Cars’, classic Jaguars,
Airtourer
Remembrance of D-Day
Morgans, Minis, the
Airtrainer
6 June 1944, Operation
Harley Owners Group,
Zlin aerobatic
MXS aerobatic
Overlord, the assault
etc.
T-28 Trojan
landings by parachute and
For this event we
Yak-3
on the beaches of France
also had participation
P-40 Kittyhawk
to herald the eventual
from your (i.e. the
Spitfire
liberation of Europe from
taxpayers’) Air Force
Mustang
Nazi oppression.
with two Texans,
L-39 Albatross
There are a number of
King air and NH 90
Strikemaster
aims to these events; firstly
helicopter - a great
Aermacchi
an opportunity to project
opportunity for the
Syhawk
DH Venom
the Association’s image to
Military to show case
Catalina
the public, an opportunity
their new hardware.
Standard (spectacular) Doug Brooker display: inverted spin in the MXS
DC-3
for our pilots to display
Then there were
King Air
over their ‘home’ airfield, and to contribute to the Association
the flying displays with each one hour slot
T-6 Texan
funds. The Open Days have been growing in popularity over the
featuring a variety of aircraft including,
NH 90
past few years and apart from a couple of weather ‘bombs’ have
vintage Tiger Moths, Stearmans, Chipmunks,
attracted increasing numbers.
Ryan, Airtrainer, aerobatic routines, Harvard
This event was no exception with a crowd estimated at 12000+.
and Yak-52 Formation Teams, a pair of Strikemaster jets, Catalina,
This is the biggest crowd we have attracted (previous estimated at
plus Kittyhawk and Spitfire.
8000), a success we put down to increased awareness of the event,
As has become the norm, the finale was a Battle Field relargely through social media forums, and of course favourable
enactment with ground troops (from the Military Re-enactors
weather. Of that number about 40% pay a modest entry fee (the
Association), with attacking ‘Harvard’ bombers repelled by the P-40
balance being made up of families (kids free) and airfield tenants
and Spitfire, all appropriate for the D-Day theme.
and guests. While there is an opportunity to increase the gate
Additionally there was the opportunity to take a ride in a DC-3,
‘takings’ we feel it is important to make this an affordable event for
Catalina, Beaver float-plane, or a helicopter.
visitors and of course we must engender the friendly co-operation
Let’s not forget the coffee, hotdog, waffle, ice-cream, etc. stalls,
of other airfield users who we are disrupting for the day.
although they were a little overwhelmed by the crowd this time.
June is always a ‘difficult’ time for weather, but on this occasion
As would be expected, an event like this does not just ‘happen’.
the genie was let out and we couldn’t have anticipated a better runThere is a lot of planning and organising involved and while we
up to the day with an anticyclone of 1030+ hPa anchored over the
have developed a well-oiled procedure there is still a lot of i dotting
North Island. Sunday dawned spectacular with perfect flying and
and t crossing to ensure success. Our planning group starts meeting
viewing weather.
10 weeks out to achieve this. Then on the days prior there is a big
So what do the crowd get for their day? In fact, quite a lot…
effort to ‘prepare’ the airfield with crowd barriers and signage. On
the day of the event there is traffic and crowd control. The flight
line crew start at 5 am to ensure aircraft are positioned and finish
after dark when everything is in the hangar. The Ops folks need to
prepare crew programs, always a moving target, briefs, ensure the
event paperwork is complete and pilots appropriately authorised,
GIFT S
plus there’s display control during the flying slots. Then of course
R
CHE
VOU ABLE
the crews who participate - often their 7 minute display is the
L
AVAI
culmination of many hours of practice.
As Association President I have to say I am ‘Proud’ that we
are capable of running a show of this scale and success. While
we had problems with traffic control and a few other domestic
issues, we were able to put on a professionally run top-notch day’s
entertainment. My thanks to all those Association members who
contributed to a most successful day.
HARVARD l P-40 KITTYHAWK l SPITFIRE
Regards, Frankly@xtra.co.nz

LIVE YOUR DREAM

Gavin Conroy

12,000 at Ardmore Open Day

1
Captions:
1. Brett Nicholls’ private Air Force over the
Hauraki Gulf. www.jetfighter.co.nz if you’d
like to ride along. 2. Yak-52 team visited
for the day. 3. RNZAF NH90s are regular
visitors to Ardmore with Army training facilities
nearby. 4. RNZAF Texan II trainer ventured
north for the occasion. 5. Roaring 40s
Harvard Display Team in action.
6. Chipmunk and Ryan are both domiciled at
Ardmore. 7. Matching Stearmans.
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NEW ZEALAND
WARBIRDS

Join New Zealand’s
most colourful aviation fraternity
Membership includes free access to the Visitor
Centre and weekly email ‘Ops Orders’ newsletter.

FLY IN A WARBIRD

WWW.WARBIRD.CO.NZ

2

Phone: (09) 298 9207
Email: office@nzwarbirds.org.nz
www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
Ardmore Airfield, Papakura

Come and see the NZ Warbirds Society Visitor Centre at Ardmore. Details on www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
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Aviation Conference Week - Supplement Guide

WOW ! The all new

TECNAM P2008

KiwiFlyer

event
guide

Aviation Conference Week
Wellington . 25th - 29th June 2016

is here

Welcome Message

Sample this wonderful and complete aeroplane for yourself !
Call Giovanni now to discuss and organise a demo flight anywhere in New Zealand

Why Attend?

Welcome to everyone attending this year’s aviation conference
in Wellington.

Get Insights

This year’s Leadership Summit theme is ‘Meeting tomorrow’s
challenges and succeeding today’. We’re covering some of the bigger
issues facing the industry’s growth, but giving you advice on steps to be
taken now, to ensure you are still in business in the longer term!

into what the future holds
and its implications for your
business.

Learn

The divisional conferences are more about what is happening in the
‘here and now’ with some good direction on helping you to become
more resilient. Resilience is the theme for the NZAAA, NZHA and
Training and Development conferences. We’ve been fortunate to land
so many good speakers.

from industry experts who
share practical knowledge.

Connect
with people who can help
improve the way you do
business.

Enjoy the socialising too, catching up with old mates and making new
friends. It is often that informal talking that brings the real benefits of
such conferences.

Meet

If you have questions or need help, just ask us. The three main contacts
are John Sinclair (027 314 2151), Andrew Nicholson (027 280 2008) or
myself (027 600 9156).

new business prospects.

Share

We all look forward to catching up with you during conference week.

experiences with business
people from New Zealand,
Australia, Canada, and the
United States.

John Nicholson
Chief Executive – Acting
Aviation NZ

GARMIN G3X Touch Screen
GARMIN Autopilot
Ballistic Recovery Parachute
Exceptional flying quality
Outstanding comfort
and... GREAT LOOKS !!!

Available as

Huge luggage compartment

GA certified
LSA
Microlight

GALA DINNER

REGISTRATION

The aviation industry will recognise its brightest and
best at a Gala Dinner on the Tuesday evening at a
black tie dinner at TSB Arena. CAA and Aviation NZ will
make awards for outstanding performance. Book when
you register to attend the 2016 Conference Week.

To register as a Delegate for the Summit, or to book a
place at the Trade Show, visit www.aia.org.nz and follow
the directions from the home page. The website also
has information on accommodation in Wellington and on
sponsorship opportunities for various Summit activities.

Pratt & Whitney PT6A and Honeywell TPE331 Series Engine Specialists
Engine Servicing l Part Sales l Engine Sales, Lease and Exchange
Engine Management Plans - Fixed Cost No Surprises Engine Repairs & Overhaul

TECNAM AUSTRALASIA LTD
140 De Havilland Lane
Ardmore Airport
Papakura - Auckland
P: 09 298 9144
M: 021 832 626
E: giovanni@tecnam.co.nz
For feedback on any of our content in KiwiFlyer, phone 09 279 9924 or email: michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz

“Life is too short to fly anything less”

www.tecnam.co.nz

Visit us on Stand 12 during Aviation Conference Week
22 Orient Avenue, Pinkenba, QLD 4008, Australia
P: +61 7 3637 7000 E: sales@pacificturbine.com.au
www.pacificturbine.com.au
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AviationNZ represents all Kiwi Aviators and Aviation Businesses. To join or find out more visit www.aia.org.nz
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Leadership Summit Keynote Speakers
Hon Simon Bridges – Minister of Transport

In 2014, Hon Simon Bridges MP was appointed Minister of
Energy and Resources, Minister of Transport, Associate Minister
for Climate Change Issues, Associate Minister of Justice and
Deputy Leader of the House. He has also served as Minister of
Labour, Minister of Consumer Affairs and Associate Minister of
Transport. Prior to standing for Parliament, Simon was a Senior
Crown Prosecutor in the District and High Courts. Simon holds a
BA (Political Science and History) a LLB (Hons), and a Bachelor of
Civil Law (obtained from Oxford).

Dr. Steve Jarvis – Jarvis Bagshaw Ltd.

Steve Jarvis PhD, left Cranfield University in 2012 to meet
the increasing demand for his industry-focused services. He
applies human and safety science to flight operations, investigates
incidents for airlines and conducts research to support critical
risk judgements. He has acted in an advisory capacity to most
UK airlines. Steve is a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society, a
Chartered Ergonomist and Human Factors Specialist, and holds
PhD and MSc degrees in aviation safety and human factors. He is
an experienced private pilot and qualified on the Boeing 737 with
Air New Zealand in 2009.

Nigel Gould – Chairman, CAA

Nigel is a Fellow of both the New Zealand Institute of
Chartered Accountants and the Institute of Directors. In 2010 he

was appointed Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit.
Nigel played a key role in establishing Massey University in
Wellington and was Chancellor of Massey until 2008. Other
appointments have included Chairman of Centreport, President
of the Wellington Regional Chamber of Commerce (and New
Zealand President), and Commissioner of the Tertiary Education
Commission. Nigel was appointed Chairman of CAA in 2011.

Graeme Harris – Director, CAA

Graeme began his career in the RNZAF where he finished in the
role of commanding officer, Avionics maintenance squadron. He
joined Transpower for a time and took his first role with CAA in
1988 as Team Leader Airline Surveillance. In 2000 he was appointed
QA and Risk Manager at Mount Cook Airlines. Graeme returned to
CAA in 2004 as GM Personal Licensing and Aviation Services. He
has been Chief Executive and Director of CAA since 2012.

Steve Moore – GM GA, CAA

Before taking up his present position in 2013, Steve was
Assistant Chief of Defence Strategic Commitments and
Intelligence. Most of Steve’s military flying career has been
associated with the Air Combat Force flying the A-4K Skyhawk
and BAC-167 Strikemaster. He also flew UH-1H Iroquois and is a
qualified flying instructor and a graduate test pilot from the UK’s
Empire Test Pilot School.

Mike Impey – Manager CAA H&S Unit

Mike is the Chief Inspector and Manager of CAA’s Health &
Safety Unit, a team tasked with applying and enforcing the national
health and safety and HSNO legislation in and on operational
aircraft. Originally qualified as a licensed aircraft engineer, Mike has
worked for several major international airlines in senior operations
and engineering management positions.

Steve Smyth – Director, New Southern Sky

As a RAF Officer, Steve Smyth flew Phantoms and Tornado
fighters in the UK as a navigator. In his last RAF role Steve
was responsible for the RAF’s operational test and evaluation
programme, then in 2006, he was recruited by the RNZAF as
a civilian to manage the Introduction into Service programme
for the upgrade or replacement of every operational aircraft and
supporting system. In July 2014, Steve joined CAA, as Director –
New Southern Sky.

Ashok Poduval – Head, Massey University School of Aviation

Ashok Poduval is CEO of Massey University School of
Aviation. He has over 12,000 hours of airline flying experience as
an A320 and B737 Training Captain. He has held various senior
management positions in Gulf Air, and was the Director of Flight
Operations and Safety Services with IATA for a number of years.

Martin Matthews – Secretary of Transport

Martin Matthews is the Secretary for Transport and the Chief
Executive of the Ministry of Transport. He has held this position
since September 2008, and was previously the Chief Executive of
the Ministry for Culture and Heritage.

Brett Murray – GM, Worksafe

Brett Murray joined the former Department of Labour in 2004,
and previous roles have included Regional Manager for Central
Region, heading the investigation into the Pike River mine tragedy
and General Manager National Services and Support.

Don McCracken – CEO, Oceania

Don has 25 years of aviation industry experience. A year ago he
joined Oceania Aviation and now oversees 194 employees across
NZ, with a five year plan to expand the business into the AsiaPacific region. Don is a licensed engineer, a quality assurance lead
auditor and has technical qualifications in heavy engineering as well
as a diploma in aeronautical engineering.

Gene Demarco – Production Manager, the Vintage Aviator

Gene is an FAA licensed mechanic and IA, with nearly 13,000
hours in his logbook flying predominately early aircraft types. Gene
has overhauled several vintage engines for flying aircraft and has
trained in non-destructive testing and various inspection techniques
particularly useful with vintage aircraft. Gene is also the TVAL
nominated Test Pilot for all flying aircraft produced.

Kirk Hope – CEO, Business NZ

Kirk and his Wellington-based team work with companies,
organisations and political and other decision makers, advocating
for NZ’s success through sustainable economic growth.
Kirk has been CEO of the New Zealand Bankers’ Association,
Executive Director of the Financial Services Federation, and Head
of Government Relations and Regulatory Affairs at Westpac.

Call 0800 777 202

Simplify your Daily Flight Recording
 Electronic Data Capture for Pilots
 View Daily Flight Records in PDF
 Collates Data with one touch sync to
Office Database
 Reporting – Pilot Flight & Duty, Productivity,
Aircraft Flight Time, CAA Statistics
 Risk Management
 Minimises Data Entry Errors
 Export Invoices to Xero/MYOB
 All Company/Flying/Industry
information carried in one place
 Easy to use
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What’s happening
during Aviation
Conference Week?
THIS year’s conference is being held 27 to 29 June inclusive with
NZAAA members also attending training days over the prior
weekend. The duration reflects member wishes not to be away
from work for too long, and to spend time with people from other
divisions.
The theme ‘resilience’ runs through the NZAAA Conference
(27 and 28 June) and the NZHA, Engineering Supply and Services
and Training and Development Conferences (28 and 29 June). The
Leadership Summit (28 and half of 29 June) has a longer horizon
outlook - ‘addressing tomorrow’s challenges and succeeding today’.
Breaks during the conference will be held in the trades hall which
this year, features a number of first-time exhibitors, from New
Zealand and Australia. The companies are generally well known and
it will be great to see them in Wellington.
Likely highlights?

There will be many:
For the first time in many years the Minister of Transport will
be addressing the Leadership Summit. Hon Simon Bridges talks on
Wednesday.
Dr Steve Jarvis from Jarvis Bagshaw in the UK is talking on
Human Performance and Operational Safety. Steve has worked for
New Zealand companies already and brings a global view.
The new Health and Safety at Work Act and the relationship
with CAA responsibilities is drawing considerable comment. Brett
Murray from Worksafe and Mike Impey from CAA will provide
some practical advice. This will also be covered in the NZAAA
and NZHA conference with different speakers and from a slightly
different perspective.
There are some outstanding role models in the New Zealand
aviation sector. The Leadership Summit provides an opportunity
for the Vintage Aviator, MET Service, Airways and Oceania
Aviation to ‘let their lights shine’.
New Southern Skies is coming and does have implications for
General Aviation. Steve Smyth and Ashok Poduval will be spelling
this out in the Leadership Forum on Tuesday afternoon.
There will also be some good insights from a government
perspective with Martin Matthews in one of his last engagements
as Secretary of Transport, followed by Nigel Gould and Graeme
Harris giving a view of current and future priorities for CAA.
In terms of big picture thinking, Kirk Hope from Business NZ,
followed by David Talbot from UMR Research complete the last
session of the Leadership Summit. Compliance is an issue for most
companies and we’ll learn of the important role Business NZ is
playing in addressing this issue at a governmental level.
You can believe what you want in the media but UMR, drawing
on a considerable amount of real research, will give attendees a
good feel for the ‘mood, economy and political outlook’. As we
head into an election year, something not to be missed.
John Nicholson
Chief Executive – Acting
Aviation NZ
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Conference
Programme
(Details correct at time of print 13th June)
(Supply, Services & Engineering programme TBA)

NZAAA Training Day

Saturday 25th June
0930

Fire Unit Standard 14564 (Boardroom) Richard McNamara

NZAAA Training Day

Sunday 26th June

Chemical Rating Re-Validation (Boardroom)
Murray Beare, Educhem

0930

0930

Wires, CRM and Human Factors (Mercure Hotel)
John Fogden, Total Aviation Quality

1830

Welcome Reception in Trade Display area

Conference Opening Address Hon Nathan Guy, Minister for Primary Industries
Chairman’s Address Alan Beck, NZAAA Chairman
Keynote Address - Resilience Doug Avery

1030

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

1100
1200

Resilience by understanding the economy Jacqueline Rowarth
Ballance Fertiliser Greg Delaney, GM Operations

1215

Lunch in Trade Display area

1330
1400

The Big Picture Graeme Harris, CAA Director
Resilience against Human Error Glen Eastlake

1515

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area

1545
1615
1645

Resilience against HSE Legislation Fabian Kopu (The Fairlie incident)
Pacific Aerospace Update Mark Crouch and Damian Camp
NZAAA AGM

1730
1830

Happy Hour in Trade Display Area Sponsored by PAL
At Large in Wellington (Free Evening) Dinner Own arrangements

Aviation Leadership Summit

NZAAA & NZHA Conference
AC61-15 and implications of Part 61 Steve Kern & Gary Langman, CAA
NRFA Fire Fighting Protocols John Rasmussen Mgr Rural Fire Palmerston North

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

1030
1100
1130
1200

0900
0915
0930

Welcome President of Aviation New Zealand
The Future of Transport policy Martin Matthews, Secretary of Transport
Current and future priorities for CAA Nigel Gould & Graeme Harris, CAA

Tuesday 28th June
0900
0915
0945
1000

NZAAA Conference

Monday 27th June

SMS Implementation Steve Moore, GM GA CAA
The New H&S at Work Act - How it applies in practice Brett Murray & Mike Impey

Resilience against Fatigue Philippa Gander
Resilience through Leadership, Business Planning & Goal-Setting Mark Daniels
Lunch in Trade Display area

1230
1300
1330
1400
1430

Lunch in Trade Display area

Resilience against compliance – SMS/HSW Interface
Mark Price, CAA & John Fysh, RMF Consulting
Resilience against Risk Geraint Bermingham, Navigatus

Celebrating Success - Case Studies from successful NZ companies
Gene de Marco, Ray Thorpe, Sharon Cooke, Don McCracken

1500
1530

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area

1530
1600
1615
1655

New Southern Skies, implications for GA Steve Smyth & Ashok Poduval
Close of Day 1 President Aviation NZ
Aviation NZ AGM

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area
Resilience against AG Risks Dan Foley, Matt Harris & Jim Burtenshaw, CAA
Conference Evaluation by NZAAA Delegates

Pre-Dinner cocktails in Trade Display area
Gala Awards Dinner - Black Tie followed by entertainment

1800
1900

Wednesday 29th June

Aviation Leadership Summit

NZHA Conference

0845
0900
0930

Opening (The new) President of Aviation New Zealand
Presentation from Minister of Transport Hon Simon Bridges
Human Performance & Operational Safety Dr Steve Jarvis, Jarvis Bagshaw

1030

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

1100
1130
1200

Supporting SMEs, Tackling Compliance & Helping Business Growth Kirk Hope
NZ – mood, economy and political outlook David Talbot, UMR Research NZ
Wrap Up and Close President of Aviation New Zealand

D Cat Privileges Mitch Jones, CAA
Accident Update and Incident Reporting Joe Dewar, CAA
DOC Operator Selection - Cheapest vs. Safest Harry Maher, DOC Director H&S

1230

Training and Development Conference

Lunch in Trade Display area

1330
1400

AGM, followed at 1400 by Resilience: Collaboration in the rotary sector
Terry Murdoch and Simon Spencer-Bower

1500

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area

406ELT Aerial Mounting Lloyd Klee
The Importance of Role Training (Panel) Facilitator Peter Turnbull
The insurance market in 2016 Arden Jennings

1530

Resilience: experiences with aircraft purchasing, what can we learn?
Richard Small, CEO, Waikato Aero Club & Pete Stockwell, CEO, CTC Aviation

1600
1615
1700

38

Divisional Meetings / Workshops TBC

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area
Conference Evaluation
NZHA AGM

Drinks Function
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Trade Show

NZAAA and NZHA Keynote Speakers
Nathan Guy – Minister for Primary Industries and Racing

Joe works in the intelligence and risk analysis unit of the CAA.
Since 2013 Joe has worked with the NZHA on their ongoing
accident analysis project, the goal of which is to analyse safety data
from industry and then to distribute the information to operators.

Doug Avery

Philippa Gander – Sleep/Wake Research Centre

Eastern Marlborough farmers Doug and Wendy Avery’s farm
once struggled, but is now a hugely successful business. In 2008
they won the Green Ribbon award for leadership in improving
drought affected land. The Avery family were South Island
Farmers of the Year in 2010 and Marlborough District Council
Environment Award winners in 2011. In 2012 Doug was made a
Land Care Ambassador by the NZ Land Care Trust.

Glen Eastlake

Glen is a semi-retired aviation professional with over 30 years
of experience in the Australasian aviation industry. Most recently
a Boeing 737 NG Captain with Virgin Australia airlines, with over
12,000 hours of flight time he was the Manager Human Factors
Training for the Virgin Australia Airlines group of companies. He
holds a Masters Degree in Technology Management and Aviation
Human Factors and was a founding member of the Human
Factors/Non-Technical Skills Industry Advisory Group.

Exhibitor Directory

Joe Dewar – Civil Aviation Authority of NZ

Nathan Guy is the MP for Otaki and the Minister for Primary
Industries and Racing. Since 2009 he has been the Minister of
Internal Affairs, Immigration and Veteran Affairs, as well as the
Associate Minister of Justice and Transport.

Philippa is the Director of the Sleep/Wake Research Centre at
Massey (Wellington). She has extensive experience working with
industry, unions and regulators and as an expert witness in fatiguerelated accident investigation and legal cases. Recognition for her
work in aviation includes a NASA Group Achievement Award for
the work of the Fatigue Countermeasures Program (1993), being
on the ICAO Taskforce that developed the new global regulatory
framework for fatigue risk management and leading the writing
team for both editions of the IATA/ICAO/IFALPA guidance
manual for operators; and the Flight Safety Foundation’s Human
Factors Award (2012), which recognises “outstanding achievement
in human factors contributions to aviation safety.”
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Aerosafe Risk Mgmt

12

Pacific Turbine Brisbane

17

Airbus Helicopters		

9

Point Trading		

22

Pratt & Whitney Canada

CAA NZ

18

Sikorsky Helitech		

Air Tractor

26

Sisley Clothing Australia

20

Flightcell

19

TAE Aviation

5-6

Hawker Pacific NZ		

16

Tracplus

23-24 IMS New Zealand		

3-4

TracMap NZ		

15

Vector Aerospace		

25

Way to Go Heliservices

10-11 Airwork		
21

current at 12th June

Gold Sponsor

Booth

Booth

7

Aviation NZ sincerely thanks
these sponsors

13

Lift It

1-2

Oceania Aviation		

14

Olympus

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Booth allocations current at the time of print.

Other Sponsors

Mark Daniels

Mark Daniels is a licenced Business Coach, Business Trainer
and Seminar Presenter with Action Coach Business Coaching.
He has more than three decades of experience in business and
management.

1
2
3

18
19
21

20
22

17
16

4

15

5

14

6
7

23

24

25

26

Aviation NZ Strategic Partners

13
12

8

11

9

10

NZHA GoldSponsors

- Australia (CASA)
- ME 1 (New Zealand)
- U.K. and Europe (EASA) - AME (Canada)
- United States (FAA)
- Fiji
Dr Anton Wiles & Dr Jon Nelson

Your Experienced
Aviation Medical Services Team

Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport

Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Email: paul@centralaero.nz
www.centralaero.nz

Intercoms to IFR
Contact David: 027 222 0872
avionicscanterbury@clear.net.nz
www.avionicscanterbury.co.nz
40

Fully mobile avionics service catering for customers throughout Canterbury and the South Island.
Biennial Avionics Inspections. Installation certification and service of installed avionics equipment.
Full aircraft wiring installations for all light GA, homebuilt, experimental and microlight aircraft.
Fault diagnosis and rectification. ELT Battery changes for both Artex and Kannad brand ELTs.
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ZK Register Review Profiles
contributed by Penny Belworthy

ZK-LFK
Aeroprakt Foxbat A-22LS

ZK-GBZ
Schempp-Hirth Ventus-2cxT
FOR competitive gliding in the 18 metre
class there tend to be three options, the
Schempp-Hirth Ventus being one of
them. Freshly imported from South Africa,

areas and distance you can fly - as you are
not risking an out-landing nor relying on
someone to pick you after one.
Patrick’s glider has arrived from South
Africa and is due for a CAA inspection at
time of print. Then he is keen to be away
exploring in his new aircraft.

ZK-PLX
Pilatus PC-12/45
ZK-LFK is a newly registered Foxbat
A-22LS registered to Lite Flight Green NZ
Limited who are the agents for Aeroprakt
Foxbat A22LS and A32 aircraft in NZ
and Southern Pacific Island countries
including Fiji. Doug King from Lite Flight
Green says this latest aircraft is in stock as
a demonstrator and available for sale. Lite
Flight Green also offer introductory flights
and training for people wishing to learn
to fly. Hangarage is also available as well
as club facilities for people (pilots & non
pilots) that wish to involved in a flying club.
The Foxbat A22LS history dates back
some 30 years, with over 185 aircraft now
flying throughout Australasia. The aircraft
is easy to fly with excellent visibility and
cabin space. The structure is of anodised
aluminium with only the engine cowling,
wing fillets and wheel spats being made of
composites. The wings and control surfaces
are fabric covered. All fabric is UV-proofed
with a projected 20-year life. It is powered
by the 100 hp Rotax 912 ULS using around
15 litres/hour. Doug says the Foxbat has
great short field characteristics and has also
proven itself for glider towing duties.

Patrick Driessen’s Ventus-2cxT is only the
second one of this model in New Zealand.
The Schempp-Hirth Ventus is a sailplane
produced in Germany between 1980-1994.
Later, in 2004 a new carbon-fibre model
2cxT was introduced. For this model the
outer wing was completely redeveloped
complete with winglets and a sustainer
system. As a result, both climb and cruise
performance was increased.
The combination of Ventus-2cxT
performance and the easy usage of its
engine make it an ideal piece of sports
equipment for competitions or ambitious
cross-country flights. If thermal conditions
let you down, you simply activate a switch
to extract the 15.3 kW SOLO two-stroke
engine via an electrical spindle drive
supported by a gas spring. The engine can
be easily started using a windmill effect.
Once you have reached the desired altitude,
the engine is simply stopped and retracted.
This gives you far more options in the

A NEW Pilatus PC-12/45 has arrived for
Sounds Air Travel and Tourism Ltd. who
have been operating for nearly 30 years and
have a vast experience flying in and around
the Marlborough Sounds, Cook Strait,
Wellington and Nelson. The company was
formed in 1986 with a vision of providing
a low cost inter-island service offering easy
access to the Marlborough Sounds. Since
then Sounds Air have made innumerable
crossings of Cook Strait from their airport
at Picton, also flying to Blenheim, Nelson,
and many airstrips throughout the Sounds.
PLX will complement Sounds Air’s fleet
of PC12s and Cessna Caravans as they
continue to expand the destinations that
they fly too. New services have recently
commenced from Wellington to Westport
and from Wellington to Taupo.

Airport Drive, Palmerston North
Phone +64 6 357 1149 | Fax +64 6 357 0886
fieldair@fieldair.co.nz | www.fieldair.co.nz

Engine & Electrical
Instrument Services
Supply
Aircraft Maintenance
General Engineering
Engine and Electrical
Contact Quentin Hughes
06 350 0956 | quentin@fieldair.co.nz
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Instrument Services
Contact Chris McLaughlin
06 350 0957 | chrism@fieldair.co.nz

Maintenance
Contact Mike Eastment
06 357 1149 x740 | mike@fieldair.co.nz
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• Instrumentation repair & overhaul
• Specialists in Compass and
Gyro instruments
• Equipment calibration services
• Annual Avionics checks
• Exchange program
• A.O.G. 24/7 help line
• ‘Same day’ turn-around service
• On or off-base servicing

Supply
Contact Pat Elliot
06 350 1743 | pat@fieldair.co.nz

General Engineering
Contact Sean Henderson
06 359 0452 | sean@fieldair.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

ARRIVALS - March/April 2016		
CZB
NZ Aerospace FU24-950M
Wareham Airspray Limited
DSW Fisher R80 Tiger Moth
Mr D S Wynne
Progressive Aerodyne Sea Rey
Mr C G Vickery
FSH
GBZ
Schempp-Hirth Ventus-2cT
Mr P C Driessen
GEM DG Flugzeugbau DG-800B
Mr T J Harrison
HBT
Eurocopter AS 350B2
Reid Helicopters Nelson Limited
HXH
Revolution Mini 500K
Mr T Cacciamani
IAJ
Guimbal Cabri G2
Mr A J Longbottom
IHS
Schweizer 269C
Helicopters Queenstown Limited
IMX
Kawasaki BK117 C-1
Oceania Aviation Limited
ISL
Robinson R44 II
Southern Lakes Helicopters Limited
KAD
Fly Synthesis Storch S
Aero Australasia Limited
KDC Pacific Aerospace 750XL
Pacific Aerospace Limited
Aeroprakt A-22LS
Lite Flight Green NZ Limited
LFK
Vans RV-12
Rotor Blades (NZ) Limited
LSV
LVG
L.V.G. C.VI Replica
The Vintage Aviator Limited
MDC Beech B200
Air Wanganui Commuter Limited
MVJ
ATR-GIE ATR 72-212A
Mount Cook Airline Ltd
Boeing 737-476
Airwork Flight Operations Limited
PAQ
PLX
Pilatus PC-12/45
Sounds Air Travel and Tourism Ltd
RVE
Vans RV-9A
Mr D H Boles De Boer
WBD Aero L-29
Jetflights Wanaka Limited
TRANSFERS - March/April 2016
AHC Piper J-3
Mr W J Funnell
BTI
Piper PA-18A-150
Mr T J Douglas-Clifford
CCF
Cessna 172C
Mr J P Mounsey
CEN Jabiru SK80 Microlight
I Glover & D Waddell Syndicate
DRK
Gardan GY-20 Minicab U/L
Mr B P Stanbury
DYH
Cessna A185E
Lake Heron Station Limited
EAD
Raytheon 1900D
Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd
EAF
Raytheon 1900D
Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd
EAO Raytheon 1900D
Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd
EEX
Thruster Aircraft Thruster Gemini
Mr D P Devereux
EJA
Aero L-39C
Eastern Jets NZ Limited
EJV
Cessna A152
NZ Int Commercial Pilot Academy Ltd
ETC
Alpi Aviation Pioneer 200
Mr G D Laing
ETP
Cessna T210N
Mr J E James
FXH
Solar Wings Pegasus XL-R
Mr R I Gilbertson
GEH Schleicher Ka 6CR
Mr J G Tullett
GGT Schleicher ASW 15
Grieve & Tarbotton Syndicate
GIA
Glasflugel Standard Libelle 201B Taupo Soaring Syndicate
GMA Grob Astir CS 77
Wanganui Manawatu Gliding Club
HBC
McDonnell Douglas 500N
Mount Hutt Helicopters 2013 Limited
HED
Robinson R22 Beta
Far North Helicopters Limited
HET
Robinson R22 Beta
C G & M S Dyer
HFL
Robinson R22 Beta
Combined Helicopter Services Ltd
HGJ
Schweizer 269C
Tow & Blow Limited
HHY Hughes 369HS
Timburn Limited
HHZ Robinson R44 II
Helicare Services Ltd
HOM Hughes 369HS
Phoenix Trading 2002 Limited
HTG
Robinson R44 II
T & P Williams Limited
HWD Hughes 369HS
Combined Helicopter Services Ltd
HXG Robinson R22 Beta
CJK Consulting Limited
HZA Robinson R22 Beta
Mr M D Pedlow
Robinson R44
Specialist Helicopter Solutions Ltd
IAA
IAS
Robinson R44 II
Anrep Holdings Limited
IDI
Eurocopter AS 350 B2
Heli Tours Limited
IDW
Robinson R44 II
Kaikoura Helicopters Limited
IGA
McDonnell Douglas 500N
CVI Aviation Limited
IJL
Robinson R22 Beta
Heli Servicing Limited
IKB
Robinson R44 II
Mr H K Baigent
IKS
Hughes 269C
Heli Ag Limited
IND
Bell 206L-1
Northern Aviation Limited
IPS
Robinson R22 Beta
Tinui Downs Trust
IQN
Hughes 369E
Wanaka Helicopters Limited
IWZ
Bell 206L-3
Central South Island Helicopters Ltd
JGI
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
GoSkyAG
JKI
First Strike Bobcat
Mr G J Molineux
JRW
Jabiru Jabiru J160 U/L
Mid Canterbury Aero Club
JRX
Vans RV-4
Miss M Wei
MDF Cessna 152
MDR Aviation Ltd
MDR Aviation Ltd
MDO Cessna A152
MYF
Partenavia P 68B
NZ Int Commercial Pilot Academy Ltd
NEI
Cessna 152
NZ Int Commercial Pilot Academy Ltd
NSS
Fairchild SA227-AC
Air Chathams Limited
NWM Europa Aviation Tri Gear
Mr M J Scapens
PAS
Jodel D.11
Mr D G Cairney
PMC Piper PA-24-260
Mr W J Funnell
PVB
Aero Commander 690A
Air Chathams Limited
RDM AutoGyro MTOsport
Dargaville Aero Club Incorporated
RED
Rans S-12 Airaile
RED Syndicate
RVB
Vans RV-4
Mr P D Scandrett
Ryan ST-3KR
NZ Warbirds Association Inc
RYN
Feilding Flying Club Inc.
SAQ Fly Synthesis Storch S
SSU
Aero L-29
Mr R G Young
STX
Pitts S-2B
Mr S J Stephenson
Czech Aircraft Works Sportcruiser JW & IP Leadbeater Syndicate
SXY
TUF
TRI-R KIS TR-4 Cruiser
Mr P H Scotter
TXG
Robin R2160
Mr T P Beaumont
VAU
Aero L-29
Mr R G Young
continued on next page

Palmerston North
Kerikeri
Auckland
Auckland
Wellsford
Wakefield
Havelock
Prebbleton
Queenstown
Papakura
Te Anau
Hamilton
Hamilton
Pukekohe
Whitianga
Masterton
Wanganui
Christchurch
Manukau
Blenheim
Wellington
Wanaka

Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Power Glider
Power Glider
Helicopter
Microlight Class 1
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amat Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane

Taupo
Nelson
Picton
Mount Maunganui
Manukau
Ashburton
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Tapanui
Paraparaumu
Feilding
Dunedin
Auckland
Motueka
New Plymouth
Wellington
Taupo
Palmerston North
Methven
Whangarei
Tauranga
Christchurch
Hastings
Tarras
Nelson
Christchurch
Taupo
Christchurch
Greymouth
Napier
Palmerston North
Collingwood
Queenstown
Kaikoura
Christchurch
Te Anau
Papakura
Hastings
Silverdale
Masterton
Wanaka
Oamaru
Switzerland
Pleasant Point
Ashburton
Christchurch
North Shore City
North Shore City
Feilding
Feilding
Chatham Islands
Mount Maunganui
Motueka
Taupo
Chatham Islands
Dargaville
Pleasant Point
Pauanui
Papakura
Feilding
Auckland
Paraparaumu
Matamata
Kaiapoi
Christchurch
Auckland

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Glider
Glider
Glider
Glider
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 1
Microlight Class 2
Amat Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amat Built Aeroplane
Amat Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Gyroplane
Microlight Class 2
Amat Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Amat Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

Fieldair is a leading New Zealand
aircraft maintenance company
providing air transport and general
aviation operators with a wide range
of services including repair and
overhaul of aircraft, instruments,
equipment and parts.
NZ CAA Part 145, 148, 19F,
NZS/AS, 9001:2008

www.fieldair.co.nz

We’ll feature your new plane on this page if you contact michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz or Penny at e.p.belworthy@xtra.co.nz
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ZK Register Review
from previous page
VWT EAA Acro Sport II
WNJ Micro Aviation Bantam B22J
XOX
Cessna 172S
Yakovlev Yak-52
YKA
DEPARTURES - March/April 2016
CZB
NZ Aerospace FU24-950M
EAD
Raytheon 1900D
EAF
Raytheon 1900D
EAO Raytheon 1900D
HGQ Robinson R22 Beta
HGW Robinson R22 Beta
HGY Robinson R22 Beta
HPY
Robinson R22 Beta
HQB MBB MBB-BK117 B-2
Robinson R22 Beta
IBI
IRT
Robinson R44 II
JFQ
Polaris FIB 503
Cessna 172S
PRK
WDP Piper PA-23-250

Mr J J Flynn
Croydon Aircraft Co Ltd
The Little Aeroplane Company Ltd
U-Fly (2014) Limited

Masterton
Gore
Arrowtown
Wanaka

Amat Built Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

Wareham Airspray Limited
Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd
Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd
Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd
Heliflite Pacific Limited
Heliflite Pacific Limited
Heliflite Pacific Limited
SueJess Investments Limited
Airwork (NZ) Limited
Mr B T Woods
Way To Go Heli Services Limited
Mr T Newton
Oceania Aviation Limited
Sunair Aviation Ltd

Palmerston North
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Papakura
Papakura
Papakura
Australia
Papakura
Pirongia
Rangiora
Whakatane
Papakura
Mount Maunganui

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Microlight C2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

W/d
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Dest
W/d
Exp
Exp

Alpi Aviation NZ Ltd

NZ’s Only Authorised Agent for Pioneer Microlight Aircraft
Contact Logan for all New and Used Aircraft Sales
and Servicing Requirements

ZK-LPC is in stock and ready for sale
Features Rotax 912 iS engine

P: 027 490 1553

KiwiFlyer

Places to Go

Alpi Aviation NZ Ltd. Rangiora
E: jenandlogan@xtra.co.nz www.alpiaviation.co.nz

ZK-IAJ
Guimbal Cabri G2

IN 2011 Kiwiflyer profiled the new
Guimbal Cabri G2 helicopter which arrived
for NZ distributors, Pacific Aircraft in
Christchurch. It was one of the first flight
test reviews in the world and by and large,
the Editor raved about it. His enthusiasm
has been proved valid by the fast growing
popularity of the aircraft.
Andrew Longbottom of Christchurch
has owned his G2 for five weeks and says
he is very impressed with all aspects of his
new helicopter.
Produced in France by a company led
by Bruno Guimbal, a former Eurocopter
engineer, the Cabri incorporates innovative
features such as a composite fuselage, fully
articulated main rotor system, infinite life
composite blades, Fenestron tail rotor
(Bruno shares the patent with Eurocopter),
modern avionics and numerous safety
features - making this a class leading
aircraft.
Once Andrew has finished converting
his UK pilots licence to a NZ version he is
looking forward to enjoying many hours of
rotary aviation.

contributed by Ruth Allanson

Places to Go: Pelorus Sound
ONE of the things that strikes me about New Zealand is the vast
small pockets of local Maori hiding from Te Rauparaha’s warpath as
number of places we can enjoy exploring. For those with a private
he had invaded this area in 1827 with hundreds of war canoes and
aircraft, getting ‘off the beaten track’ is easy. Plan a trip now for
had killed most of the local population.
somewhere new in the next three months. The plane will benefit
Havelock’s first house was built 1860 and there was a small
from some hours on it instead of
gold rush that ended within 3
sitting in the hangar, and you’ll have
years, followed by timber logging
a great time as well.
and then farming. There are 8th
I recently discovered Pelorus
generation families living here.
Sound. It is best accessed at
Most farms are self-sufficient with
Havelock, which is a little town
their own electricity generation,
about halfway between Nelson
animals and gardens, and a wharf as
and Picton. The area is fascinating,
a connection to the outside world.
and perhaps these snapshots of its
Internet is next to nothing and the
history may tempt you to visit too.
landline is still the first port of call
Koromiko (Picton NZPN) is the
for communication.
closer airfield, available by phoning
A mail run was established
Sounds Air on 0800 505 005.
in the late 1800s by steamship
Koromiko is notorious for wind
from Wellington and every farm
shear and downdrafts in inclement
kitchen became a makeshift Post
Don’t miss a trip on the mail boat for great stories and scenery.
weather so the other way of flying
Office. The mail boat was also the
to this area would be to land at Nelson or Blenheim. Flying is all
transport out for cream produced on the farms - to town for butter
about up-skilling while being safe and having fun, so if you are up
production and export. The mail run still services the Sounds three
for a challenge, study the chart and the AIP then give the friendly
times a week and is a fantastic way to see local people and to learn
team at Sounds Air a call for a briefing - and a time when their
about the fascinating history of the area. www.themailboat.co.nz
shuttle is going to town so you can pick up a rental car. I found the
Jim who runs the boat is a true story teller, and this plus the scenery
team at Omega Rentals very friendly (03 573 5580).
and stops along the way make this an absolute must. Another must,
It is a 60km drive to Havelock (from Picton). There you’ll find
is the live fresh green-lip mussels in their shell from the local Four
a vibrant little town of 450 people. The choice of accommodation
Square shop which are the best I have ever tasted.
is wide, with many options out on the Sound itself. If a few of you
Folk here are enterprising. We stopped to drop a mail bag
having a fly away then ‘On The Track lodge’ is a comfortable and
off to Graham who invented the very first mussel seeding and
inexpensive location at Nydia Bay. Only accessible by boat or air,
harvesting boats, built from scratch. That plus the manufacture and
this can sleep up to 24 people. www.onthetracklodge.co.nz
adaption of the mussel floats by Peter Yealands (the wine maker)
Another option, with a unique twist, is Pohuenui Nature Resort
revolutionised an industry that now is a billion dollar export earner
which is a tourism and farming operation located in Richmond
for NZ. Numerous other interesting enterprises have also been
Bay. They offer on-sight access to scallops, paua and blue cod,
born in the Sounds. One such example is the Sound Wrecking
along with hunting of pigs and goats, plus 80 km of walking and
Company of 1952. Based in a very isolated bay, Frances and Tom
Mountain Biking tracks. Accommodation options range from the
Wells took to obtaining very large ships, beaching them alongside
lodge to the shearers quarters. www.pohuenui.co.nz.
their tiny cottage and breaking them up (sometimes by lighting a
Pelorous is the biggest Sound in the Marlborough Sounds region
match). Frances also did a little ship building himself and well over
which is actually a system of river valleys that ‘drowned’ in the last
100 ships were made in this extremely isolated corner of the Sound.
ice age 10,000 years ago. The Sound was originally called Te Hoiere
There’s many a story to be told about some of these remote
by the locals. Typically, the first Europeans found it easier to call it
parts of NZ Put some of them on your Places to Go list this year.
‘The Hosiery’. Later, the Sound was named after the HMS Pelorous,
which completed the initial charting of the area in 1838. Imagine
a tall ship cruising the Sound under sail; what must the locals have
wondered as they looked out over the water?
Owner & Chief Engineer: David Ives
The first Europeans who stepped ashore in the area only found
Canterbury’s first and only CAA Part 145
approved helicopter maintenance facility
We also offer the following local modifications:
l Snow Shoes for R44 & MD500
l EC120 Lead Acid Battery Installation
l R22/R44 Pitch Links Repair
l MD500 Collective Lock
l MD500 Hockey Stick Repair

Call 03 572 8964 or 021 472 533
or email: sales@avclean.co.nz for more info!
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David Ives & Hamish Harman

R22 / R44 2200 hour Rebuild Kits, 12 year inspections and helicopter
refurbishment. Let us provide a quote for your kit and / or rebuild.
Heli Maintenance Ltd, Harewood Aviation Park, 4/25 Aviation Drive, PO Box 39144, Christchurch 8051
03 359 1001 or 027 528 5121 info@helimaintenance.com www.helimaintenance.com

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

If you have a Place to Go that you would like to see featured in KiwiFlyer then email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz or phone 09 279 9924.
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Limited First Edition Prints by Robert Taylor - Very Rare!

Zenith CH200

Piper Cub PA18-90
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Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore
Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
or VHF 133.1 MHz
Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188
Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz

‘Reach for the Skies’
750x600mm. $200
A tribute to Douglas Bader
depicting the legendary Wing
Leader’s MkV Spitfire. Has
pencil remarque in the left
margin of Bader in the cockpit.

‘Mosquito’
720x600mm. $200
Signed by the artist Robert
Taylor and signed by Group
Captain Leonard Cheshire.

‘Spitfire’
720x620mm $350
after Robert Taylor,
signed in pencil by Sir Douglas
Bader and Air Vice-Marshal
Johnnie Johnson, first edition,
depicting two Spitfires in flight.

‘Hurricane’
710x600mm $250
by Robert Taylor,
signed by Wing Commander
Roland Robert Stanford Tuck
DSO, DFC & Two Bars, AFC

NEVER BEEN DISPLAYED IN THE 30+ YEARS OF OWNERSHIP
Mahogany & guilt frames with an Air Force blue surround and non reflective glass. Contact Jo - 021 234 2808

Events in June & July

Jodel D11 ZK-ERT For Sale

June 19th
Dannevirke Flying Club Dawn Raid
Breakfast from Daylight. Spot landing on
arrival, followed by round two of the Frogley
Cup. Contact Vince Payne 021 568 080.

Skyleader
GP One

Rolls Royce O-200, with upgrade to alternator electrics
Just had fresh annual check, and present owner will
also register for 2016/17. Based at Taieri.
Always hangared. $18,960 including GST.
Phone John 027 486 2199 or Mark 021 264 9752

0-200 engine TSN 831.7 Hrs, TSO 816.2 Hrs. 4 new
cylinders and new crank fitted at overhaul in May
2007. King VHF and Mode C Transponder. $55,000.
Full details: 06 304 9142, 0275 402 280,
or email: batonrouge@orcon.net.nz

Book a demo flight now

D

Bruce Conway
NZ Skyleader dealer
bruce@skyfreedom.co.nz
P: 03 213 0358
M: 027 577 3111

June 25th - 29th
Aviation NZ Conference Week
At Shed 6, TSB Arena, Wellington. See full
details and programme in this KiwiFlyer issue.
July 8th - 9th
RNZAC AGM & Flying NZ Conference
At the Hamilton Airport Conference Centre.
www.flyingnz.co.nz

SAA Grand Champion. A Great Tourer in excellent
condition. Ideal training aircraft for RPL and PPL.
Excellent take-off capabilities. Cruises 110kts at
MAUW. Airframe: TT 1050 hrs. Engine TT 2741 hrs.
TSO 1052 hrs TSTO 207. Propeller 34 hrs. $29,000
Contact johnorr@paradise.net.nz

L

O

S

more details on website:

www.skyfreedom.co.nz
Our GP One demonstrator has just been sold,
Order a new Skyleader GP One for $116k +GST ready-to-fly.

Situation Vacant

2011 TECNAM P2006T TWIN ZK-MTW
Only 550 hrs since new. Motivated Seller. Asking: NZ$475,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

1981 CESSNA 182-R ZK-NML 2,752 hrs SN. SIDs. King Avionics.
Engine 1,153 TSO. Hangared. Cal. Insp. Dec 2014. $149,500 +GST if sold in NZ.

?

THINKING OF SELLING

We are seeking applicants for an
experienced person to oversee the
running of our long established Part
145 engine shop operation.

Can we be of service?

AME license and engine shop
experience necessary.

We Desperately Need
GOOD Aircraft to
Replace our Depleted Stock

NDT level 2 preferred but
not essential.

Put 49 years of our experience to work
and achieve the result you seek.
1985 PARTENAVIA P68C ZK-SMB
Only 3350 hrs since new. Engines 910 TSO. High
gross weight. $299,900 +GST if sold in NZ

1976 PIPER NAVAJO C ZK-JGA
8 seats. Crew & cargo doors. Engines 799 and 1490
to run. Useful load: 2,248 lbs. Wing locker baggage.
De-icing. $249,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

1998 EAGLE 150-B ZK-EGL Only 430 Hours Since New Engine and Prop also 430 Hours SN.
GPS / COM, Transponder, Intercom, Standard Eagle Factory Equipment. Full Gyro Instruments.
120 Knot cruise at 23 Litres per hour. Factory demonstrator. $59,900 +GST if sold in NZ.

Contact Dennis: P. 09 298 6249 | M. 0294 923 160 | E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura.
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
Celebrating 49 Years of Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions
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1976 PIPER ARROW II ZK-EKR Tidy example.
200 HP engine. 750 hrs T/R. Fresh 100 hour/ARA with
sale. IFR equipped. Special Financial Package Available.
PRICE REDUCED $69,900 +GST if sold in NZ.

COMING SOON: 1977 ARCHER II

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Hangarage and Parking Available at Ardmore

KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 46

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Engine Shop
Supervisor

Please call for an appraisal of your
aircraft and a sales proposal.

Remuneration will be based on
Qualifications and experience.
Please forward applications to:
General Manager, Southair Limited,
Taieri Airport, PO BOX 147 Mosgiel NZ
or see website for more info.

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
09 298 6249 or 0294 923 160
dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
www.dtiaircraftsales.com

www.southair.co.nz
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All your Aircraft Parts and Supplies
to Keep You Flying
A vast array of aircraft spare parts, components,
supplies, avionics and specialist equipment for most
General Aviation, Business Jet and Regional Airline
Aircraft, is maintained in our warehouses in Auckland,
Sydney, Cairns, Beijing, Hong Kong and Singapore.

Representing the world’s finest brands
Aeromil Pacific
Aeronautical Accessories
American Hardware
Australian Avionics
Artex
Beechcraft 		
Bell Helicopter
Brackett Aero Filters
Cessna
Concorde Battery
Continental Motors
David Clark 			
Diamond Aircraft
GE Lamps 		
Goodyear Tyres & Tubes
Kelly Aerospace
Lycoming
Mid-Continent Instruments
Piper
Purolator-Facet
Rapco
Sky-Tec Starters
Specialty Tyres of America 		
Tempest
Whelen Engineering
and much more

Aviation’s Trusted Choice
NEW AIRCRAFT | USED AIRCRAFT | PARTS & SUPPLIES
New Business: Contact Martyn on 09 295 1630, email: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Aircraft Sales: Contact Chris on 027 808 3335, email: chris.barry@hawkerpacific.com
Aircraft Parts and Supplies: Contact Joanne on 09 295 1631, email: joanne.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Visit us at Stands 5&6 during Aviation Conference Week

www.hawkerpacific.com

